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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
AS this is,

in Mr. Lloyd George’s phrase, an “engineers’
war,” there is no wonder that Mr. Bonar Law asked
why the mobilisation of the engineering industry has
not taken place before. Alone among the Allies our
workshops were in a situation to undertake the supply
of the armies in the field, and it was little short of
treachery t o fail to make the maximum use of them
months ago. I t is to be assumed, however, that the
institutionof private competitive industry fought hard for
its life. While it appeared possible, at only the cost of
efficiency, to maintain private industry a s a means of
profiting by a national and co-operative war, our
commercial
classes were disposed to cling t o every one of
their pre-war privileges. The pressure of events alone
has now been too strong for them. By a combination
of circumstances, demands and difficulties have arisen
which private enterprise in the engineering industry can
no longer pretend to satisfy or surmount. The needs of
the armies have long surpassed the supplies of our
profiteers. Accessions to the Allies are a t this moment
being delayed by the inadequacy of our workshop
organisation.American supplies threaten at any moment
to fail us. And, finally, the discontent of our workmen,
provoked and fomented by the more rapacious
employers,has necessitated the transfer of the control of
their industry from the hands of private competition to
the hands of the State.

*

*

*

How soon, if the war is much further prolonged, other
industries equally necessary to the nation will be
nationalised it is impossible to say. For the reluctance
of the employers t o part with their control is only
equalled by the reluctance of the State to assume it.
But necessity, here again, may still drive us where no
manner of reason could lead us. Theoutcry, nevertheless,
of the engineering employers was less than might
have been expected. A few months ago it would have
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been derided as Utopian to transfer such an industry
as engineering to the State. Administrative functions,
i t used then to be said, were all that the State was fit
for. Anything in the domain of production was bound
to come to grief in the hands of State officials. Now,
however, it is precisely a s an improvement upon private
enterprise that the State has taken charge of that one, of
all the industries, most technical in productive character;
and with, as we say, less outcry a t the fact than was
raised a t the mere theory. Moreover, the outcry was
confined to the question of compensation, and in only a
few cases extended to any doubt of the practical wisdom
of the step. What, in short, have hitherto been the main
objections to national control turn out, when the time
comes, to be objections of no value even in the minds
of the men who made them. N o t thepractical difficulties
are now regarded a s insuperable ; but the objections
that survive are based on compensation alone.

*

*

*

To the debate on the most interesting economic reaction
of the war the Labour Party, it must be noted,
contributed nothing. Really, thislittleparty of pretentious
politicians has been one of the failures of
Armageddon.
They are fond of claiming to represent some
millions of organised workers in a manner impossible
to any other body of men, and yet, in an emergency,
they have less useful advice to offer, either to the nation
or to their own constituents, than any of the people they
brand as Ishmaelites. Had their heads been where they
profess their hearts to be, the outbreak of the war would
have set them to constituting the Parliamentary
Committee
of theTrades Union Congress a sthe representative
council, in continuous session, of the whole of the
proletariat labour of the country. Their mobilisation
was obviously of no less urgency than that of the
military,
and assuredly no disposition of labour should
have taken place without their consent. Imagine what
a position of power such a body might have occupiedsecond only to the W a r Office in magnitude and
responsibility,
and not even second in respect of industry in

particular. For the discipline of the proletariat they
could‘ easily have made themselves responsible, in
returnfor the discipline of the employers imposed by the
S t a t e ; with the result that a t any stage of the social
revolution, consequent upon the war, their right and
power to contribute their opinion would have been
unchallengeable. Instead, however, of acting in their
collective and representative capacity a s the actual
dispensersof the virtual monopoly of labour supply, they
chose to bid for power and fame individually, standing
on their Unions’ shoulders to call attention to themselves. And thus a proposal, such a s the engineering
mobilisation order, fraught with all manner of
consequences
for Labour, found them without an idea either
of its immediate or prospective effects upon their
constituents.

*

*

*

T h e reply is made in advance that the Labour leaders
were too patriotic to use the war for the advantage of
their class. This would be all very well if, in the first
place, their neglect of their duty had been patriotic
practically; in the second place, had coincided with the
neglect by the employers of their private interests; or,
in the third place, if the war had merely suspended the
normal economic laws to allow them t o resume afterwards where they left off. But none of these conditions
has been found, or ought to have been anticipated, to
come into being. Practically, we say, the Labour
leaders have contributed infinitely less t o the national
cause by their individual exertions than they might have
contributed by their exertions as collective representatives
of
labour. Much, in short, of the labour unrest,
so damaging t o the national cause, is the fruit of the
neglect by the Labour leaders of their proper business.
Again, as we shall see in detail later, so far from
similarly neglecting the interests of their class, the
employersas a body have never been so active in pursuit
of their economic advantage a s during the war. Was it
the moment for Labour to lay down its arms when
Capital was more militant than ever? The simplest
common sense, we should have thought, would have
suggested to Labour the urgency of attending t o its
interests when commercial men were raising the cry of
Business more than Usual. Finally, what a blunder it
was t o imagine that our economic system could emerge
from the war in the state that it entered it. Long or
short in duration, a war involving half the world could
not be fought without inducing in the nations engaged
in it profound reactions economically as well as in other
respects. As a matter of fact, we are in the midst of a
social revolution; yet the party that has preached and
prayed for it is alone neutral.
***

There is a reason f o r the increase of activity among
the classes of private Rent, Interest and Profit. I t is
obvious that if the war should continue a outrance, the
private ownership of these parts of the national assets
will become more and more difficult to maintain. In
peace time, as we know, nothing delights the State
more than to facilitate the operations of private capitalism
and to increase the numbers and the possessions of
the wealthy. And for a s long as the same course can
with reasonable safety be pursued during war, so long
the State will refrain from interfering with the peaceprivileges of the possessing classes.
But with the
pressure of necessity upon the State a t war, its pressure
in turn upon the commercial classes must correspondingly
increase; with the result that the latter, for the first
time, find themselves in a form of conflict (not as yet
very intense) with the State that has hitherto been their
friend and colleague. But what is thence to be
expectedbut, in the first instance, resistance to the State

a s long as it can be maintained; and, in the second and
concurrently, redoubled pressure upon Labour ? The
normal demands of Capital upon Labour are, in fact,
raised to an abnormal degree by reason of the abnormal
demands made during war by the State upon Capital
itself; and thus, as well as presenting us the spectacle
of the encroachments of the State upon private capital,
the war enables us t o read, in letters larger than usual,
the intentions of Capital upon Labour.

*

*

*

W h a t these are may as clearly be discerned as t h e
operations of the State upon private capital. Nobody
can doubt that, provided the war continues, one industry
after another will be commandeered, mobilised and taken
over by the State until in the end the ideal of the State
Socialists is reached. But a s little can it be doubted
that while this process is going on with every resistance
possible to be offered by the capitalists? a
corresponding
process is a t work designed to fortify private
capitalism a t the expense of labour. Inthree directions
a t least, we can see this tendency in activity : in
efforts t o increase the efficiency of labour, to remove
restrictions upon its unlimited use, and to increase its
supply. Let us consider these in order. TO begin
with, it may be remembered that a t the outbreak of the
war Mr. Sidney Webb, foreseeing with his usual
cecity a flood of unemployment, took down his Minority
Report from its dust t o disinter his old proposals for
increasing the efficiency of labour. They were, if we
remember, proposals for teaching arithmetic and workshop drawing t o the unemployed as a means of
preparingthem t o re-enter the labour market. But what
could be done when, a s it proved, there were few or no
unemployed? Mr. Sidney W e b b once more became
unemployed
himself. But there remained the question of
the efficiency of the men in industry, and this our
employingclasses took the occasion of the war and the
example of Russia t o approach in the following manner.
Within a week or two of the beginning of the war
Russia promulgated her remarkable ukase against the
manufacture and sale of vodka. Here in England, on
the formation of the special army, restrictions were
placed, for soldiers and civilians alike, upon the sale of
drink. Then followed the usual complaints of the teetotallers that the drink evil was still rampant and t h a t
our soldiers (always our soldiers) were being ruined by
it. Next it was discovered that, as well-as our soldiers
and their wives, our working-men, particularly those in
armament factories, were drinking t o excess in spite of
the restrictions upon the hours of sale; whereupon Mr.
Lloyd George was inspired t o warn the nation once more
against “the lure of drink” and to threaten further
restrictions.
Finally the truth of the matter appeared when
Mr. George quoted M. Bark as affirming that the abolition
of vodka had raised production (that is, increased
the efficiency of labour) in Russia by between 30 and
50 per cent., and the “Times” ’announced that our own
Ministers had been so much impressed by the “moral”
effect that the present restrictions on the sale of drink
would not only be multiplied, but preserved after the
war “in the interests of the civilian population.” We
are no defenders of drunkenness, as our readers will
admit, but the coincidence of the teetotal millennium with
the demonstration that temperance increases t h e
efficiency of labour by nearly a half is too striking not
to raise an interrogation mark. I s it for the moral or
the economic advantage that restrictions upon drink
are to be maintained and increased? If for the latter,
a s seems probable, we are certainly safe in saying that
the advantage will be exclusively with the employing
classes. Not a penny of the saving will benefit wages,
since these are fixed by competition round about the
standard of living.
***

W e have enumerated some of the reasons that have
led the Government t o “mobilise” the engineering
industry.Shall we be f a r wrong in attributing to “labour

unrest’’ on the Clyde and elsewhere the chief share in
the causation? I t was plain to those familiar with the
situation that not Mr. Lloyd George’s farthing a n hour
w a s the predominant issue of the Clyde strike-though
it was naturally made the most of by our stupid Press
-but that profounder grievances were involved. These
prove now t o have been the desire of the employers t o
remove the restrictions imposed by the Trade Unions
upon the use of their labour. Some 2 0 per cent. loss,
it has been calculated, is sustained by the output in
of these restrictions ; and the question arose,
consequence
with the opportunity, whether the moment was not ripe
for getting rid of them. But the employers, to our great
satisfaction, have not been able to do this by themselves. Their case was spoiled, in a n attempt of this
kind, by the fact that they did not enter on their task
with clean hands. Very well it would have been if at
the same moment that they demanded the abrogation of
the men’s peace privileges they had been able to declare
themselves sworn not t o benefit by the new freedom:
if, in short, they could have undertaken not to profit
personally by it. But the facts were otherwise. And,
again, the last people. to be believed in a promise to
restore the Trade Union conditions after the war were
the employers, who would in the meantime have learned
to do without them. But the removal of the restrictions
was necessary, it might be, in the interests of the nation.
W h a t remained, since the employers could not remove
them, but that the State with its authority should do so
in their behalf? Not for long, we imagine, will the
restrictionsnow remain; but whether they are restored
with the return of peace will depend less upon the goodwill of the Government than upon the power of the Trade
Unions. The employers certainly will feel absolved from
even the promise to restore them.

*

*

*

T h e most serious, however, of the encroachments
upon Labour which the war has caught the employers
red-handed in attempting is that of increasing the
supplyof labour to the detriment of the existing market.
I t stands t o reason that, labour being a commodity, the
less there is of it, other things being equal, the higher
its price or wages, and the more the lower. Under cover
of the war, with its withdrawal of a couple of million
men from industry and its simultaneous demands upon
industry itself, there was nothing else to be expected
than that employers should seek t o avoid the, rise of
wages by enlarging the supply from which their labour
could be drawn. I t is true t h a t the proper object of the
existing labour market was to prevent this extension
and to share, by means of higher wages, in the profits
accruing t o their employers. But patriotism, together
with the superior alertness of the capitalists, prevailed
over self-interest, and thus on several sides a t once the
gates leading labour to industry were opened. Of these,
again, the g a t e that opened widest was that admitting
women; and it is to be feared that all our efforts will not
easily succeed in closing it again. This remedy for the
immediate shortage of labour is, however, infinitely
worse than the disease. W e say nothing for the moment
of the blind idiocy that still leads infatuate women t o
take all labour for their province. T h e decadence of
the nation is certain in which such a notion is allowed
to prevail. But t h e glut of labour in the market after
the war will be such that we shall be fortunate if the
end of the war is not more disastrous than the war itself.
Think what it will be when two million men return to
industry to find that scores of thousands of women have
been added to their competitive ranks. The wages of
women, while these men are still on military service,
may be alluring and seemingly secure, but as certainly
as the Law of Supply and Demand will operate after
the war, so certainly will wages in general fall a s the
supply of labour is increased. The problem that will
then present itself is unimaginable in its complexity and
sickening to contemplate for its tragedy. T o avoid
thought now, our women-loving employers and o u r
man-hating women are preparing a pretty kettle of fish

for the nation after the war. But it is the wage-earner
who will suffer most, as, perhaps, his leaders deserve.
***

But not satisfied with enticing fresh hordes of women
into industry, our employing classes must needs attempt
to inveigle and compel children to make profit for them.
Everybody capable of a moment’s thought must realise
that, exactly as the military, the naval, the railway and
the engineering industries have been mobilised, it would
be the easiest thing and the most natural thing to
mobilise
the industryof agriculture.
At present, thanks
wholly to our Navy, we can appear t o afford (though
strictly at a n enormous cost) to leave the agricultural
industryin a state of chaos scarcely better than that of a
primitive and savage community. Literally the industry
is the worst organised, the most inefficiently and
extravagantly conducted, and the least economically
profitable of all the necessary industries of the country.
And so, too, it will remain if the race of profiteering
farmers continue to have their way. Instead, however,
of the State anticipating what may well occur-namely,
the urgent need of the nation t o produce its own foodsupply-and mobilising the available labour for the
purposeof farming England as a whole, the wretched
farmers, it appears, are to be left t o their own devices
eked out with the withdrawal of boys from school.
Nothing surprised us more than Mr. Asquith’s assent
t o this beggars’ petition of the farmers. I t is true he
professed reluctance and sought t o hedge his concession with conditions of one kind and another. But what
account is his reluctance, or what value is in his conditions,
when the facts are there that he consented and
the local education authorities are mainly agricultural in
interest. From a thousand boys already drafted into
the fields, the number will grow in a week or two to ten
thousand, twenty thousand. By the end of the war the
institution ofboy-labour will be
time-honoured;
the
clock of civilisation will have been put back a century.
***

N o report has reached u s of the measures taken by
our enemy Huns in respect of their shortage of labour.
Their case, it must needs be, is more desperate than ours,
yet we doubt whether the education of boys of twelve
will be sacrificed t o it. In France, moreover, where the
situation is a t least a s bad as ours, the decision of the
Minister of Education is flat against the proposals of our
farmers. Though a considerable part of his country
is in the occupation of the enemy, and a large proportion
of his adult male population is serving in the
army, the French Education Minister still has the
courage to issue to the local authorities the following
minute : “The existing laws on the attendance of boys
at school must be maintained this year with more
strictness than ever. . . It would be disgraceful to see
children robbed of their education as if the military
service of their fathers had left them only the choice
between beggary and premature wage-labour.”
Compare
that noble minute with the appeals of our own
farmers, endorsed, a s they were, by the Prime Minister.
Must it not appear t o our Allies (to say nothing of Germany) that there is no civilised or humane convention our
profiteers will hesitate t o smash if so be they can save
themselves trouble while continuing to make profit ?
The plea that labour is insufficient without fetching boys
from school is the plea of idleness and greed. Mobilise
the agricultural labourers by counties, set them under
the State, acting, if you please, by County Councils,
entrust the guild with the food-production required by
the nation as our military army is entrusted with the
defeat of Germany, and we undertake to say that the
national farm could be worked t o the national advantage
with not a man more engaged than is already in
employment. But the fact is that our private employers
find the rape of boys easier to be accomplished than
the intelligent organisation of their own industry. Moreover they are not unaware of the economic law that
keeps wages low where labour is plentiful.

Foreign Affairs.
By

S. Verdad.

IN the last two or three weeks the question of English
prisoners and their treatment in Germany has been
discussedat some length in the London Press; but, on
account of the meagre information a t our disposal, no
particularly valuable result has been achieved. I
venture
to refer to the discussion this week because I have
lately had opportunities of hearing accurate details regarding the treatment of our countrymen in Germany,
and of seeing points in connection with it disputed in the
German newspapers. My oral information, I may state,
came to me from friends of mine, belonging to neutral
countries, who have recently had exceptional facilities
granted them for travelling through Germany and
Austria,
on business not unconnected with our own scheme
for establishing an aniline dye industry here. Inaddition,
I have had letters from German friends of mineSocial Democrats, I should add-who are a t present in
Holland.
***

I may as well sum up my information by saying at
once that English prisoners in Germany, both civil and
military, are being very badly treated, and particularly
bad treatment has been meted out to them since the
end of January. This remark applies not only to the
prisoners in the concentration camps, but to the virtual
prisoners who are still nominally a t liberty. By way of
example, I should state that the British in Germany, in
the camps or out of them, do not complain merely of
bad and insufficient food, or occasional roughness on the
part of their guards. These things might well be
regardeda s inevitable in time of w a r ; and they would be
so regarded by men and women belonging to a race
which is not in the habit of complaining lightly. The
ill-treatment goes much deeper than that. With the
possible exception of the camp a t Ruhleben-we have
heard a good deal about Ruhleben because it is probably
the best of all the camps-the guards are systematically
brutal a t all the concentration camps, and both civil
and military prisoners receive considerably more than
their due of cuffs, curses, kicks, and jolts with the butts
of rifles. Food is everywhere scarce and b a d ; but the
British prisoners receive less of it than the French and
the Russians. At an early stage in the campaign the
captured British were set to do all the menial work in
connection with the camps, the most humiliating tasks
being reserved for the Highlanders. This year, however, many British prisoners were taken away from the
camps so that they might be set t o work on the farms
and even in the mines. A few weeksago-my information
on this point, for obvious reasons, is not quite up
to d a t e - t h e r e was a lock-out at some of the German coal
mines, and “Vorwarts” complained that the employment
of prisoners aggravated the situation of the workpeople.
A special regulation of the German Government, however, authorised the employment of prisoners of war on
the land and in the mines ; and when the supply of local
British prisoners fell short French prisoners were
utilised
forthepurpose.

*

*

*

That this employment of prisoners is no haphazard
scheme is seen in the careful rules laid down.
If
prisoners are taken for work on the land, for example,
the farmers have to pay a stipulated sum, based on the
distance separating the farm from the camp.
The
farmer also provides food while the prisoner is working
for him, and pays the prisoner’s fare to and from the
camp. But the food is stuff which few Englishmen,
fortunately,are accustomed t o ; and even if the farmer has
passable food in his larder the scrapings and dregs are
reserved for the prisoners, especially the British
prisoners. I t is this treatment of the English prisoners
in particular which must be emphasised. I have letters
from my friends in addition to newspaper testimony,
proving to the satisfaction of every reasonable man that

the talk of hatred in the Press is thoroughly justifiedthat the ridiculous “Hymn of Hate” which Lissauer has
made familiar to u s is no mere set of verses dashed off
by a minor poet, but the considered opinion of the vast
majority of the German people. Part of this, it must
be admitted, is due to the attitude of our own gutter
newspapers; but not even this is an excuse. Our gutter
Press agitation was scotched and finally killed before it
had gone very f a r ; and nobody knows this better than
the members of the German Government. Our more
sober papers and speakers here have kept their heads
-they have sought, in the words of THENEW AGE, to
act a s if we were honourable enemies, even if the
Germans
werenot. We have never at any time
contemplated
treatingGermanprisonersasourcountrymenare
being treated a t such places a t Wittenberg, Altengrabow,
Crefeld, Soltau, Torgau, and Koenigsbruck. We
are so accustomed by now to the German violations of
international law that it occurs to me only at the end of
this paragraph to remind NEW AGE readers that the
employment of prisoners of war as workmen in an
enemy country is contrary to The Hague Conventions.
***

I t is not only o u r prisoners in the camps, however,
who are being badly treated. The older men, and most
of the women, are permitted t o report themselves a t the
police-stations regularly and to remain outside the
camps so long a s they do so. But the procedure in such
circumstances is different from the procedure in
England.
An Englishwoman may be well satisfied if she
is permitted to report herself and to leave the policestation without being insulted by the officers on duty;
an Englishman is lucky if he is not kicked down the
steps. For Americans to speak English in the streets is
t o invite expectorations from the passers-by. And all
this, if you please, because we are supposed to be
racially allied with the Germans : because we have acted
as traitors to the Germanic race by joining in the war
against Germany and Austria !

*

*

*

I t is quite useless to point out to people who think in
this fashion that they are infinitely in the rear of u s
so far a s civilisation is concerned. It is useless to
emphasise
theirlackofhumour, theirextraordinary coarseness;
useless to remind them that we may in turn
become irritated and lay up for the Germans a store of
contempt which may outlast three generations. The
most serious feature of the whole situation is the
encouragementgiven by the Government to this silly
anti-English agitation. W e know perfectly well by this
time that the Press and the public are ready to do a t a
moment’s notice exactly what the Government asks them
to do. After the foolish chatter of the professors it is,
perhaps, too much to expect the Germans as a whole to
change their minds and to regard England as she really
is. But a few judicially inspired articles in the Press
would have prevented a great deal of the poisonous
nonsense which had been thought and said and written
in Germany during the last three or four months.
***

It has so often been my duty to criticise the Social
Democrats that I am happy to take an opportunity of
praising, if not the party, a t least their organ.
"Vorwarts”
is the only paper which has protested against
the “Hymn of Hate” and such outpourings; and Herr
Haenisch, a Social-Democrat Member of the Reichstag,
has openly protested as well.
And where now is
America, whose pretended regard for international
treaties has not induced her to lodge a single protest
against all the flagrant German violations of The Hague
Conventions? Are we, are the Germans, likely to
forget
the supineness of the United States a t this juncture?
Washington has entered world-politics. To whom are
Dr. Wilson’s successors t o appeal when they are in
difficulties, as they are sure to be, with European
Powers? Ignominious parts have been played by many
neutral nations in this w a r ; but the part played by the
United States has been the most ignominious of all.

Military Notes.
B y Romney.

SINCE
I remarked some weeks ago upon the uselessness
and positive harmfulness of the many Volunteer Corps
that have sprung up throughout England during the
last few months, several persons have written to THE
NEW AGE protesting that the formations in question,
even if they do not now serve any practical end, a t
least give exercise and appropriate amusement to about
a million persons without hindering the work of
National Defence. In some cases this is doubtless true;
but there are others of which I saw a striking example
only the other day. A person-I can scarcely call him
a soldier-was walking the West End of London in a
uniform which, for cut, colour and texture, was about
as good an imitation of khaki as could be made without infringing the letter as well a s the spirit of the
W a r Office order on the subject. I have seen many
shades of khaki that were much less like “sealed
pattern” than the green in which this hero had attired
himself. This alone is a thing most undesirable. To
wear a military uniform does now entail a large amount
of real hardship and real work. I t means for those
still in England living sparingly and sleeping cold;
eating bad food and being bullied by thoughtless and
unjust superiors ; weariness ; sore feet ; frequently
illness and, if the wearer be also sent on active
service, misery, wounds and death.
Men therefore who have earned this right by such self-sacrifice
do have it owed to them by the community to see that
their uniform is not cheapened by confusion with the
costumes of other corps which a t the best have not
exposed themselves to any of these trials, and which a t
the worst are playing the fool. However, apart from
his uniform this person was wearing a regulation web
belt. This is, to my mind, the worst crime of all. To
those who do not grasp the situation I may explain that
the web equipment cannot be turned out speedily or
effectually enough to meet the needs of the Army; that
hundreds of men in every regiment are short of equipment,
and that hundreds more are fitted out with
unsatisfactory
substitutes. If, therefore, what I saw was
not an isolated case, and if the organisers of the Volunteer
Corps in question have really fitted out their rank
and file with webbing, it can only mean one thing : that
a t a time when the Government can scarcely purchase
web equipment fast enough, the heads of a civilian
organisation have gone to the manufacturers and bought
over its head, thus doing far more damage to the
common
causethan many Germans. I have no means of
ascertaining if this is so. I can only hope it is not.
Meanwhile, I will leave a subject upon which I find
it difficult to write with patience.

*

*

*

A British illustrated paper has published a photo of
our officers compelled to sweep the streets in Germany
under escort. If this photo is genuine--and one can
scarcely believe that it is-a
case has certainly been
established for reprisals which would not have existed
when nothing could be proved against the Prussian
beyondlight-hearted indulgence in h i s natural tendency
to beastliness at the expense of wounded and prisoners.
We must, however, remember that, though we now
owe nothing to the Germans, we still owe a great deal
to ourselves. His Majesty’s Government, in its numerous
wars with the various savage tribe; which have

from time to time questioned its authority, has never
acknowledged the principle that we are to order our
conduct by that of the enemy; otherwise we should have
tortured with the West Africans and mutilated with the
Sudanese. There is really no reason why we should
make the Germans an exception to this rule. The
dignity of civilisation must not be allowed to suffer in
consequence of the antics of barbarians, and reprisals,
if any, should be confined to the persons of the
responsible authorities when they are captured a t the
conclusion of the war. The hanging of a
Hohenzolern, for example, will appear to posterity as a
solemn act of justice, whereas to retaliate upon the
wretched, half-starved creatures who are brought here
as prisoners would be neither dignified nor effectual.
From this I do however exempt the crews of
submarinescaptured after the torpedoing of merchant
vessels and the drowning of their crews. Men guilty
of such inhumanity should be summarily and ignominiously
executed.
***

The German colonies have put up a surprising resistance.
The events in East Africa have not yet been
revealed, and it is perhaps as well that they should not
until something has been done to atone for them. The
public, however, will be surprised to hear that in South
West Africa also events are not progressing as well as
they might. The country is terribly difficult, and the
Germans are larger and better organised than many
people suppose. The Union will find itself compelled
to spend much money and many lives for victory, and
both the money and the lives would be spent to better
effect in Europe: for it is, after all, in Europe that it
will be decided whether Germany is to keep South West
Africa or no. A South African contingent-but
there,
one can’t expect a back-veldt Boer to see these things.
***

Why should we not now be allowed to publish a
reasonably detailed account of the early portion of the
war? Strange a s it may seem we have not yet been
suffered to read in print what actually took place in the
first few months, although there cannot possibly be any
further military reasons for this concealment. One
cannotof course expect an accurate and reasoned account
until long after the end of the war; but for the meantime it would be of interest, for example, to know what
part the various regiments took, and who commanded
where.
MY FIRST GHAZAL.
My last Ballade is written! All the fancy and delight of

it,
The freakishness and elfin fun, I take my final sight of
it,
No more will I unwind the spool of eight and twenty
glittering strips,
The envoi and the tangled rhymes, and all the roguish
might of it.
For other bards, on other themes, in other styles have
caught the knack,
Have aped the tricksy hang of it, and make exceeding
light of it.
They’ve dogged me. to my airy den, and learnt the lesson
of my skill,
And fawningly have mimicked the dexterity and flight
of it.
Yet though in counterfeit ballades you deem they’ve
trapped the sting of mine,
And lured the tingle of its thong, the smart and subtle
bite of it,
In cunning and agility will I outstrip their strivings
yet,
And keen though be their wit, yet I’ll outwit them all
in spite of it.
For I shall leave my lofty lair, and speed me to a higher
peak ;
My satellites, I trow me, shall fall dizzy at the sight of
it.
Ghazal! Upon your pinions I’ll elude the pangs of their
pursuit.
Varlets, avaunt! For I alone by capture have the right
of it!
P. SELVER.
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LET us now take the evidence as t o the failure of the
Labour Party to improve the conditions, let alone raise
the status, of the wage-earners. In the columns of
THE NEW AGE some three years ago this matter, along
with others germane t o the same point, was discussed;
the whole subject of wages was dealt with and the way
out of bondage for the worker was indicated. Later
the articles were published in book form under the title
The evidence contained in that
of “National Guilds.”
book is so conclusive that I propose to use it a s I may
require, without necessarily quoting or giving any
reference to chapter and paragraph ; as, if I were to quote,
I should probably be quoting every few lines. Also, let
me emphasise the point that the evidence is relatively
quite as true to-day as on the day it was written. First,
then, let us consider wage values. Every workman today realises quite clearly that nominal wages are very
different things to real wages. Even the House of
Commons
isnow constrainedto discuss the difference. Thus,
in considering his wages, the worker must regard them
from two points of view : their amount in actual cash,
and the amount and quality of commodities they will
purchase. In other words, the real wage of labour is
conditioned as much by prices of commodities as by
the wage amount. Very well, then; how have prices
affected the wages of labour since 1906, the year that
labour was supposed to achieve some measure of
political
influence? The facts regarding this part of the
subject have been published by the Board of Trade, and
used to wonderful purpose in “National Guilds.”
Rememberthat from 1906 there has been a period of
unparalleled
prosperity. The employers, those who
purchase
your labour, increased their already huge incomes
by 221/2 per cent. per annum between 1906 and 1912.
By working the machines of capital, by bringing their
labour to bear on raw products through the medium of
manufacturing machinery, labour increased the wealth
of the capitalists to such a marvellous extent. And what
did it do for itself? Staggering a s the statement mustor should-seem, it allowed its own income to decrease
by 9 per cent. in actual value. W e are considering the
effect of the Labour Party, remember, so let us copy
the “National Guild” writers and bring the point home
as closely as possible to Labour Members. The Board
of Trade Report deals with eighty-eight towns, including
Blackburn, Barrow-in-Furness, Bolton, Bradford,
Derby, Halifax, Leeds, Leicester, Manchester, Merthyr,
Newcastle, Normanton, Norwich, Sheffield, Stockport,
Sunderland, Dundee, and Glasgow, all towns
represented
during the period under review by Labour
Members.
In these towns the combined rent and retail prices
of commodities increased by from 16per cent. in Blackburn
to IO per cent. in Glasgow. To take all round figures,
we find that whilst nominally wages rose 6 per cent.,
the purchasing power of wages declined by 15 per cent.
So that, whilst capital was annexing extra millions and
millions of pounds per month, labour wages were
decreasingin value until, at the end of the period, the
worker was receiving 9 per cent. less for his labour than
a t the beginning.
Is there any need to labour the point? Isit necessary
to follow the tortuous windings of MacDonald’s
strange “strategy,”
or the compendious articles and
speeches of Snowden, or the brainless snufflings of
Hardie, to discover the wonderful utility of their
wonderful
Party? I tisnot. The value of the Party is nil,
I should say, the
the figures and facts prove it-or,
value of the party t o labour is nil; its value to capital
cannot be computed. Now are we to assume from these
facts that the Labour Party has been responsible for
the lowering of real wages? I contend that we are. If
the party has not been directly responsible, it has been
indirectly responsible. For one thing, it has distracted

the attention of Trade Unionists from real affairs. Early
in its career it recognised that no great trophies were
to be carried away from St. Stephen’s. I t learned, t o
its disgust, that trophies of war can only come by a
successfulwaging of war, and fight was the last thing it
looked for. Also, it found that all its wonderful theories
of capturing the political machine-a
book could be
written on the evil that labour has sustained by believing
in the possibility of “capturing” things purely by
the cunning of its leaders-were
impractical and
ridiculous.
Being in the machine it had to work with the
machine, break the machine, o r be broken by the
machine, and, of course, it chose to work with it, and so
became another cog in the monstrosity that keeps our
masters in wealth and leisure and our people in bondage.
Then, finding itself in that position, it was forced to
crush criticism where possible; to keep its members in
the limelight; to make a mummery and a mockery of
its propagandist activities; and to job only “safe” men
into official positions. Its members became accustomed
to regard themselves a s superior beings; they began to
dictate their outrageous “policies” and “programmes”
t o the men; they spent most of their time in devising
means and methods intended to prove that they were not
useless ornaments ; they talked of their national
responsibilities
;andthey tried to turn every thought andevery
action of every Trade Unionist into strengthening their
own position. How could Trade Unionism prepare to
defend its substance against the inroads of capital under
such circumstances ? Whilst the employer was dipping
deep into the pockets of his workmen, the “Leaders of
Labour” were arranging some “demonstration’ ’
intendedto demonstrate their own greatnessand importance.
When every effort should have been put forward
to help some struggling little section of workers, the
party was commanded to weep tears of blood because
Grayson had spoken disrespectfully of Hardie’s
whiskers;
or because the great panjandrums of the I.L.P.
were giving an entertainment a t the Edinburgh Conference.
When criticism became keener, Hardie joined in
it, so that it could more easily be made to appear that
there was some leaven of righteousness in the party ; and
then the critics were told that it would be all right in
future, but the time had come to shut up as some of the
members of the House of Lords had finished their winter
sleep and were looking round for a few “Liberties of the
People” to devour. My God ! W h a t a party ! W h a t
a crowd ! W h a t a game ! . . .
That is the beginning and the end of it all.
The
Labour Party is having a rare old game and the Trade
Unionist is paying for it all. Look around you to-day
and what do you find? You find that these leaders and
organisers are openly playing the game of your masters.
Without getting one scrap of advantage for you they
are trussing you up like fowls to hand you over to capital.
First they act a s recruiting sergeants without any
guarantee that the recruits they beat up, recruits whose
servants they are, shall be treated fairly. They seek for
the adulation of a corrupt Press by flaunting their
patriotism from their Union office roofs; then they
demandthat you must go on working for the profiteers
and pretend that you are working for the nation, even
if the profiteers bleed you white in the process. They
have, a s a matter of plain fact, accepted the principles,
the standards, the ideas, and the support of the men they
were sent to fight. They have the same old out-of-date
ideas as to labour’s subservient “position in society.”
Their greatest concern is to keep the crazy old coach of
Liberalism creakily swaying from side to side, from
bureaucratic social reform to the religious reform that
calls itself Nonconformity. Instead of being a n army
they are a set of camp followers and pimps for Liberalism.
All they hope for is a perpetual truce between
capital and labour, a truce that will just give the worker
sufficient income to pay his way and his union dues,
thus keeping them in their present pampered state; and
enough trouble to make him consider it necessary to
keep such a stage army a s themselves in being.
ROWLAND
KENNEY.

A

Lecture on National

Guilds.

FRIENDS.A tradition has endured for several hundred
years that the mediaeval guilds fostered a passion for
liberty and resisted oppression. It is not now my
purposet o argue whether this tradition is founded on fact
o r fiction. I content myself with the observation that
a tradition that has been handed down from generation
ti, generation has probably some solid foundation.
These guilds were associations of craftsmen and
artisans,
masters and journeymen, to protect their craft and
trade interests. They gave to the townsman the same
personal independence that the English yeoman had
acquired by other means. Observe that both masters
and journeymen were united in one common purpose.
I t is very important to remember, in this connection,
that the masters of that period were of a different status
T h e coming of the
from the masters of to-day.
“
great industry,” the concentration of mechanical
productionand the consequent congestion of population,
completely changed the relations that formerly obtained
between masters and journeymen.
They ceased, in
fact, t o be masters and journeyinen and became
employersand employees.
The employers gradually
ceased t o be “ m a s t e r s ” in the guild sense of the word,
becoming exploiters; that is to say, they ceased to work
a t the bench with the journeymen and apprentices, as
did the “masters,” but bought Labour, at a price, and
sold the products of the Labour they had bought, a t a
profit. In this way, the interests of the exploiters and
the workers gradually diverged, so that to-day they are
actually antagonistic. The old-time master has
developeda different status ; masters and workmen a r e no
longer of one class. T h e actual result is that we are now
in the throes of a desperate and devastating classstruggle. There is n o longer economic harmony. I t
follows-does
it not?-that
if we are to revive the
guild spirit and again organise guilds, on lines appropriate
to existing industrial conditions, we must
excludethe exploiters if we are to secure a genuine
ointerest.
f
community
I t is interesting t o observe that the meaning of the
word “master” h a s changed with the changed
conditions. To-day the words master and employer are
synonymous.
Thus, you will see in our daily and
weekly papers hundreds of advertisements offering for
sale all kinds of businesses. If a butcher has saved
some money, or can get the necessary credit at the
bank, he may become the master or employer of a
drapery or grocery or any other business. T h e nexus
or bond between him and the employees is purely
monetary. H e may know nothing about the business
h e has purchased, depending upon the skill and honesty
of an overseer or foreman or manager to bring him in
a return upon the capital he has invested. This is not
an unusual incident; it is very common. For example,
if I invest I,OOO in some joint-stock .business, I am
a n employer t o the extent of my thousand pounds. I
may know absolutely nothing about the business, even
less than the butcher knows about drapery, but I a m
in the master class. In the days of the guilds, the
word “master”
carried a very different meaning.
While, no doubt, he was the medium of employment
for the journeyman and apprentice, t o be a master in
those days meant “a master of the trade.” I t signified
t h a t he had graduated through the various grades,
finally becoming so proficient that h e could undertake
jobs on his own account, and teach apprentices the
“craft and mystery,” of which h e w a s really (not

financially or nominally) a master. To-day, we have
reached the monstrous and paradoxical condition that
the “masters” of the trades and crafts are the bondservants of the employers. Need I remind you that an
industrial system, so circumstanced, must be in
extremelyunstable equilibrium?
I do not want t o inflict upon you an economic lecture.
Let me, then, try to tell you in simple language how
this remarkable change has been induced. I have seen
bills and invoices of mediaeval, and even much later,
dates, wherein the disbursements for labour were
separately
accounted
for. Nor was any profit added t o the
wage payments. The master of those days did not
regard Labour a s one of the commodities he was selling
t o the purchaser. He would buy some commodity,
leather or iron or bricks or stone, and add to their cost
a profit based upon his personal service in the
transaction.
Then he would charge for his own labour, at
a higher rate than that paid t o his journeyman, and
with that he was content. I t never occurred to him
t o class human labour in the same category as inanimate
commodities. Probably, if he thought about it,
he would regard such action as impious, because he
sincerely believed that our bodies were temples of the
Holy Ghost, and to reduce the work of these temples
to the level of leather or bricks would have been to
invitethe displeasure of Almighty God. I suspect, too,
that he would have thought it dishonest t o charge more
for the labour he had engaged than the actual amount
paid. But since the advent of the great industry,
labour and materials have all been clumped together
in the cost of the finished product and a profit added to
the sum total. I n this way, in the course of time, we
have gradually been taught t o believe that labour is
one of the various commodities- that an employer
assembles to complete some manufactured article.
Now it is of vital importance that you should grasp
the true significance of this modern conception of labour.
You may perhaps say that it does not matter so long
as you secure a purchasing capacity equal to your needs.
Believe me, you can make no greater mistake. Either
you put yourselves, your living pulsating personalities,
into your work, or your labour is a n impersonal quality
independent of your individualities. This latter view
is held by your employers. They pay you so much
money every week, called wages, for this impersonal
commodity, which they call labour. They affirm that,
having paid you the price of your labour, you have no
interest or concern in the product of your labour. I f ,
however, your own personalities go into the product,
then it is obvious that the payment of wages is merely
a trick t o defraud you of your property in the finished
product.
For how can your personalities, your
individualities,your unmeasured efforts, your very souls,
be calculated in a weekly wage? But we need not soar
into ethics. Let us confine ourselves to the simple fact
that so long as you sell your labour as a c o m m o d i t y your right t o your labour passing with its sale-you can
never obtain a purchasing capacity equal t o your needs.
For this reason : If your labour be regarded, and dealt
with, a s a commodity, it will obey the law of supply and
demand, and the price, that is the wage, will fall to the
lowest competitive level. You cannot therefore secure
a purchasing capacity equal to your needs, because your
purchasing power will be reduced to your barest necessities. Let me quote from an open letter addressed t o
the Trades Union Congress of 1913by THENEW AGE.
You will find it on page 289 of a book called “National
Guilds. ”
A wage is not a salary; it is not even pay; nor is it
remuneration. Salaries and pay and remuneration are
for individual services rendered. Individuality, the human
element, enters into these rewards for services rendered;
but wage is the market price of a commodity called
labour. It is an impersonal thing-, not human, not
inhuman,rather non-human. This labour is found inside
your bodies and in your hands and arms and legs and
muscles, just as ore is found in the earth or fruit on a
tree. Being discovered inside you, the men who want to
exploit it, precisely as they would exploit any other

commodity,buy it from you as they buy ore from landlords
or corn from farmers. If it be scarce, then the price-of
the labour commodity is high ; if it be plentiful, its price
is low. In Europe in general, and Great Britain in
particular, labour is plentiful, and, accordingly, it can be
bought at a price that merely ensures its continuancethat is, at a price that enables you to live and to reproduce
yourselves, daily by food and yearly by children. In
its callous disregard of the sanctities of life, modern
capitalism is only matched by the slave-owners of previous
generations.
This system, based upon the conception of labour as
a commodity, is known as the wage-system, or wagery.
You sometimes hear the phrase “abolition
of the
wage-system.”
Fundamentally,
it means the rejection
of the theory-or shall we call it a working hypothesis?
-that labour is a commodity. Strong language is not
necessarily strong argument,
but do I overstate the
truth when I declare that wagery is devilish and
inhuman?
You agree with me? Good!
I should be surprised
if you did not. There were slaves who did not want
emancipation.
They were slaves in spirit as in body.
If you are wage-slaves in spirit as in body, then I had
better go home quickly and consider how I can exploit
you.
But I know that
beneath your apparent
acquiescence
in thewage-system lurks the spirit of freedom
and not of servitude. If to this spirit of freedom you
will add a reasoned determination to end wagery, once
and for all, then we can proceed with the argument.
I have remarked that the status
of the old-time
master changed with the coming of the great industry.
He gradually ceased to be a master of his trade and
became a master of men. He no longer worked side
by side with the journeymen, thinking their thoughts
and speaking their language. He gave up living “over
the shop” but removed to some respectable suburban
quarter, where his children took on different habits,
acquired a different speech and intermarried with their
own newly created class.
His workmen, who were
formerly his companions
and his intellectual equals,
worshipping
at the same shrine, gradually
were
segregatedinto “working class districts.”
In other words,
whilst the status of the master was raised, the status
of the workmen
was both relatively
and actually
lowered.
The master, having now become
an
employer in the modern sense (being able to purchase
labour as a commodity), had no further interest in the
wage-earners.
It will hardly be denied, I think, that
the creation of a wage-slave class has a psychological
and social relation to these changes of status. If a man
is foolishly willing to sell his labour as a commodity, he
cannot
be regarded-and
rightly cannot-as
in
the
same class as a man who (things being as they are)
wisely insists upon exploiting somebody else. Make no
mistake about it : to be a wage-earner is not honourable
but dishonourable.
The wage-earner,
by accepting
wages,
limits
his opportunities
for expansion
and
subjects his family to every kind of oppression and
suppression.
We often hear some employer say that he
was never so happy as when he was a wage-earner.
It is cant ; he can always return to the class from which
he escaped. But he never does. He is not such a fooI.
I suggest to you, then, that your objective must be a
change of status-a
change from wagery to partnership
in the products of your labour. And this change
is only possible when you are economically strong
enough to decline to sell your labour as a commodity.
Before we proceed to discuss how you can successfully
resist the pressure put upon you to continue in a
state of wagery, let me point out that the final disappearance of a wage-class would mark
a gigantic
stride towards the realisation of a real democracy. The
politicians constantly assure you that we are the most
democratic people in the world. The democracy they
envisage is the equality of the vote. “One man, one
vote” they cry.
As though that was democracy ! Of
course it is nothing of the kind. It is as spurious and
artificial as is the democracy of America or France.

The final test of a real democracy is to be found in
social and industrial life. But we know that the
candidate’swife who kisses your children at election times
would never dream of entertaining them or you in her
own home, even though her husband, like you, has only
one vote. We know that if one of your sons wanted
to marry one of her daughters, she would revolt at the
bare suggestion.
Why ? Because, although she wants
your vote, she most assuredly (voicing her husband’s
views) does not Contemplate that social equality which
can only come out of your economic equality with her.
But your political leaders tell you that, since you have
I am sure you
the vote, you can achieve this equality.
would if you could. The plain truth is-that you can’tWhy?
Because our political life is in itself insubstantial; it is the reflection of that which is substantial,
namely economic power.
History proves that every
liberating movement has been first based on the acquisition
of economic power. Those trade masters of whom
I have spoken first became powerful in industry and
then broke through into the political preserves of the
nobility.
It is worth remembering
that your
class
helped them. To seek economic power through politics
is to pursue a mirage. Seek first industrial power and
political power will be added unto you. This is what
THE NEW AGE writers mean when they so constantly
assert that economic
power precedes and dominates
political power.
They cannot reiterate
that primary
truth too often.
Now, even if you were reasonabIy content as a wageclass, I should nevertheless want to see your class
abolished, because I believe that a living and unsleeping
people is the hope of the world. Your masters want
you to be contented, sleek and well-fed. They do not
exploit you and oppress you because they hate you.
Not in the very least. They wish you well. Life for
them, materially
at least, is easy and well-orderedBut whilst they are quite willing and, just at present,
anxious to yield to you many reforms, they certainly
do not contemplate with equanimity
the prospect of
losing control oyer your labour power. Anything
but
that!
It is, however, this control over your labour
that completely nullifies your efforts towards achieving
a real democracy.
Why do I want a democracy?
I
could easily write a long book in giving all my reasons.
I will now only give two. First, because I want the
experience of everybody in some suitable way
articulated,
so that our national life may grow to its full
stature.
Secondly, because the great working mass of
our population is the reservoir of our national life. Out
of it we draw our genius, our thinkers and our workers.
Our present industrial system poisons the reservoir and
so imperils our national safety and future.
It is curious that the political leaders,
who
enthusiastically
favour and court democracy in politics, reject
the idea of democracy in industry. They tell us that
democracy in industry spells anarchy; that it is the
negation
of discipline; that we cannot afford the
inevitable increase in the cost of wealth production that
They
would result from a democratic industry.
conveniently forget that the existing system is the most
wasteful that can be conceived; that rent, interest and
profits absorb a wickedly disproportionate
amount
of
the national dividend ; that commercial competition
is
an economic extravaganza.
What is more to the point,
they quite wrongly assume that discipline and economy
are repugnant to the democratic idea. I do not resent
these wrong conceptions, because they are too silly to
be seriously considered.
As a matter of fact, the
dangers all lie in precisely opposite directions.
An
industrial democracy may become too disciplined; it may
become too thrifty and economical (witness the Cooperative movement) ; it may even become conservative
in its methods. But experience will rectify any errors
in these directions. Against these dangers we may set
the certainty that an industrial democracy will not only
insist upon good work but will know how to get it.
The best judge of good work and of good foremanship
is the workman himself.
Give him half-a-chance, he

makes himself a competent artisan; give him a fair
chance, he becomes a craftsman. Even to-day (we a r e
liable t o forget this) the work of the nation is done by
workmen and not by exploiters and capitalists. I t is
done in the factories and workshops and not in offices
and counting houses.
I need not, however, argue the case from theoretical
democracy; the wage-system is so cruel, so wasteful,
so exhausting, that, apart from theory, it must be
abolished. And now I come to the practical question :
How can we abolish i t ? Please do not think me
dogmaticand narrow, if I tell you, with all possible
emphasis,that there is only one way under the sun. And
that is to acquire the monopoly of your own labour
power. How can you do t h a t ? By organisation. I
do not think that I shall offend any Trade Unionists
who may be here ( I trust you all belong to your proper
Unions) if I affirm that your present methods of organisation
are inadequate and almost futile.
W h y , you
can barely prevent your wages being reduced! You
were not strong enough t o stop the passage of the
Insurance
Act. W h e n free education was adopted, you
were not strong enough to prevent a correlative decrease
in your wages. During the past decade, prices have
advanced and profits grown t o bloated dimensions,
whilst the purchasing power of your wages has actually
fallen. I do not doubt that your fatal and premature
plunge into politics has cost you dearly. Your grip
upon industry h a s weakened, and for every Labour
member you have elected you have lost a million
sterling annually. Without labouring any of these
points, it suffices t o say that you are not yet so strongly
organised that you can secure a monopoly of your
labour power. You are often told that your employers,
adopting the principle of the Roman Emperors, divide
you and so conquer you. I wish that were true. T h e
true truth is that you divide yourselves and so remain
subject t o the wage-system. T h e employers could not
divide xou if you were really determined to be unified.
But the Trade Unions are exclusive when they ought to
be inclusive; they a r e sectional when they ought to be
comprehensive. You have, in times by no means
remote,had little quarrels about the delimitation of work.
T h a t was not due t o the intrigues of the employers; on
the contrary, they thought your strikes on these
questions a downright nuisance and regarded you a s
fools. They repeatedly said so. And, saving your
presence, they told the truth.
T h e time, then, has come for the Trade Unions to
reorganisewith t h e view of embracing every worker in
their several trades. Every clause in their constitutions
that excludes, that limits, must be swept away, as you
would clear out rotten timber from a n old house. W h e n
t h e old-time masters drew away from you and founded
a new class in British Society, the g a p between you and
them was filled by a nondescript class whom we now
describe as “lower-middle class.”
This particular
section of our population is a misery t o itself and a
nuisance to everybody else. I t is too poor to associate
with the employing class and too imitative of the
employersto associate with you. I t is like a half-breed
class in a community of whites and blacks. So far as
you are concerned it is worse than a nuisance; it is a
menace. I t is composed of clerks and petty tradesmen.
It largely supplies the teachers in our national
schools. I t fetches and carries for capitalism. Until
you open wide your doors and compel it t o come in, you
cannot reckon upon its support and you are thus effectually
prevented from securing your labour monopoly.
To secure that monopoly you must have one strong
Union or Federation for each of our industries. And
instead of numbering two and a half million members,
you must control an army of fifteen millions. Mr. and
Mrs. W e b b and their Fabian coterie assert that this is
Utopian. It is perfectly feasible. T h e labour you have
p u t into the organisation of your existing Unions in the
past is far greater, having regard to former difficulties
and disabilities, than is required for your new task. I
beg you to begin.

And now suppose that, by waving our wand, this
task could be accomplished to-morrow morning. What
then would be the situation? You would certainly have
secured a monopoly of your own labour power. The
next question is how to apply it. You have two objects
in view. First, by declining to sell your labour as a
commodity you enter into partnership, either with the
present possessing. classes or with the State. Your
second object is more difficult. Remember that in the
nature of the case you become the predominant partner,
for not only does your labour monopoly give you power
in workshop and factory, but political power automatically
follows. Your second objective, therefore, will be
to run the industrial machine. The responsibility
undoubtedlydevolves upon you. How will you set about
it? I suggest that knowledge is still power ; that you
will wisely call to your aid all the scientific and technicaI
knowledge that is now stored up in the minds, books
and associations of the scientists and technicians. Y o u
will want them and you must make it easy for them t o
live with you. Theproblem of the technical administration
of industry is not so simple as of the lower middle
class. I have often heard labour advocates declare that
they could do quite well without our administrative and
technical men. N o doubt you could-in
time. But
why waste time? And I suggest that, whilst your own
technical skill was being developed, you might make an
unholy mess of things. No, n o ; for Heaven’s sake,
don’t grow cock-sure because you have your labour
monopoly. T h a t way madness lies. And that brings
me to my definition of National Guilds. A National
Guild-again
I quote from the book I mentioned-“is
the combination of all the labour of every kind,
administrative,
executive, productive, in any particular
industry.I t includes those who work with their brains
and those who contribute labour power.
Administrators,
chemists, skilled and unskilled labour, clerkseverybody who canwork-are all entitled to membership.
This combination clearly means a true labour
monopoly. ”
I have once or twice mentioned the word “partnership."
I meant it. There is no alternative between
wagery and partnership. Either you sell your labour
power for a mess of pottage, called wages, or you
insistupon your fair share in the control a s well as the
product of your labour. The first is wagery ; the second
is partnership. But partnership with whom? A
partnership with the present possessors is conceivablebarely conceivable. You might agree t o pay them so
much annually for a term of years partly for the actual
assets you take over, and partly in consideration of
their experience.
But you would very soon be a t hopeless
odds with them.’ T h e wage-system would be gone,
and it would be difficult t o provide a fund for the
purpose.
You see-do you not-that it is only by the
paymentof wages that a dividend or profit is procurable.
But there is a much more serious obstacle t o that
particular
form of partnership. I t would mean the
extinctionof State power for all practical purposes. The
State would certainly not permit that. Neither would
I if I had the power t o prevent it. Anyhow, ultimately
your partnership will be with the State.
On what
terms? Naturally you don’t want the bureaucrat
poking his nose into your business. The suggestion
is that the State should be the trustee in the matter,
nominally owning all the land, machinery and other
assets, and then chartering these assets under guarantees
t o their suitable guilds. And in exchange for its
charter, the guild must pay to the State its proper
share of State expenditure. In this way we reach a
true counterpoise between the State and Industry. I
hope that you will agree with me that, as these National
Guilds are of vital concern to the community, the
community,through the State, must be represented
adequatelyupon the executives of the guilds. But I do
not want t o go into details. They are a matter for
practical discussion. I want only to gain your acceptance
of the principles that underlie our proposals.
S. G. H.

Bureaucracy and War,
By Ramiro De Maeztu.
THEthesis of this article is that a sufficient reason for
the present war on its material side may be found in the
unchecked growth of bureaucracies.
By sufficient
reason I do not mean the direct or immediate cause of
this great change in the world, but the fundamental
condition which has made it possible. In the well-known
instance of the match that led to an explosion in a
powder-magazine, which in its turn blew up a neighbouring
city, the cause was the lighting of the match, but the
sufficient reason of the magnitude of the catastrophe was
the accumulation of explosives in the vicinity of a town.
The cause of this war is not hidden in profound
mysteries. T h e reader already knows enough about it.
When Austria prepared to invade Servia, Russia refused
to tolerate it; Germany sprang to the defence of Austria,
declared war on Russia and France, and began her
invasionof Belgium, thereby bringing about the intervention
of England and giving a pretext for that of Japan.
There is no need to look for any other cause, a s Mr.
Bernard Shaw has done, attributing the war to the
Machiavellism of Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward Grey,
whom he depicts a s astute jingoes who meditated for
years their plan of warring against Germany, but
concealed
it in order to deceive Germany into believing that
England would remain neutral in a European war. But,
even if Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward Grey had been as
innocent as lambs, England would still have taken up
arms to defend the treaty safeguarding the neutrality of
Belgium-not from a pedantic love of treaties, but lest
the possession of the Belgian coast should promote the
Shaw’s hypothesisnaval power of Germany. Mr.
ingenious a s we might expect from him, but not very
differentfrom that which must have inspired the German
poet Lissauer to write his silly “Hymn of Hate”-is
therefore unnecessary. I t is an attempt to explain to u s
what we had already explained to ourselves
satisfactorily.
If we know, however, that the Austrian Ultimatum to
Servia was the direct cause of the explosion, the
accumulation
of explosives must be sought in the increase of
the bureaucracies. A t first sight, I know, this proposition
will sound extravagant; and I know why. It will
sound extravagant because the political thought of the
last few decades has been so concentrated upon the
disputes between capital and labour that it has not
considered the problem of bureaucracy as the problem of
an autonomous social class, with specific interests of its
own. Marx regarded the executive power of States as
“A committee for managing the common affairs of the
bourgeoisie.”
On
the
other
hand,
the
"Katheder-sozialisten”
in Germany and the Fabians in England
looked upon officialism as the instrument of Divine
Providence for the solution of social problems. In the
same way a few Conservatives
have favoured the
advance of functionarism, if only because it tended to
consolidate the supremacy of the classes over the masses.
For others, on the contrary,
the rise to power of
Ministerial departments a t the expense of the taxpayer
seemed like the approach of the social revolution. W h a t
neither party had noticed, but what a few isolated voices
had declared here and there to be a fact, was that the
supremacy of the bureaucracy was nothing more,
primarily and essentially, than the supremacy of the
bureaucracy. But neglect of the power of officialism did
not diminish its power, any more than ignorance of the
law of gravitation diminished, three centuries ago, its
effect on material bodies.
Nevertheless, when wesaythattheincreaseof bureaucracies
clearly brings with it the necessity for a great
international conflict we enunciate a proposition so
intrinsicallytrue that we do not need to have recourse to
the method of historical investigation to demonstrate its
truth; for its truth may be deduced from the very
analysis of its terms.
I call all those men functionaries-soldiers or civilians,

priests or judges, engineers, doctors, or clerks-who
receive their emoluments from the public funds. From
their function itself it is to be inferred that functionaries
must form, in every State, the nationalist and patriotic
class by antonomasia. For the remaining classes the
national ideal of a sovereign State is a disinterested,
sentimental, and romantic ideal. For the functionaries,
on the other hand, the State is not only an ideal but a
source of income. I t has been said-by
Mr. Norman
Angell, I believe-that
when the Germans annexed
Alsace-Lorraine the rich of Alsace-Lorraine went on
being rich, the poor continued to be poor, labourers
were still labourers, and that the war had been useless
from an economic point of view. And it is quite
possiblethat war may he useless from the point of view of
labourers, workmen, and masters. But the two
thousand
French professors in both provinces werereplaced
by two thousand Germans ; and the same thing happened
with the army officers, the judges, the officials of the
public health boards, and so on. From the point of
view of the bureaucratic interests the war was not merely
not useless, but positively disastrous, for French officialism,
and beneficial to the German. A change of flag
may not substantially alter the economic regime of a
specified district ; hut what does undoubtedly change is
the bureaucratic personnel. The functionary follows the
flag. The functionary is therefore the permanent soldier
of the flag.
I t may be objected that the concept of functionarism
does not, a priori, disprove the possibility of States
uniting in an International Federation, which, Kant
dreamed, would one day result in “perpetual peace.”
But observe that functionaries are, in every country, the
executive power of the State, and therefore the reality
of sovereignty, and that no group of men will give up
sovereignty so long as they can contrive to maintain it;
and we shall begin to doubt, a priori, whether
internationalism
can arise from conferences such as those
held at The Hague; for even if the special class of
functionaries
called diplomatists would rather like to become
the arbiters of the world, the remaining classes would
not allow it. W e do not need experience to prove t o
u s that officials are always anxious to extend the power
of their own State over other lands, just as they are
hostile t o giving up in favour of a greater State the
sovereignty of their own. I t is obvious that when Italy
and Germany were achieving their unity the greatest
friends of the ideal of unity were the functionaries of
the absorbing States, Prussia and Sardinia; and the
greatest enemies of unity the functionaries of the States
absorbed, i.e., the States of Southern Germany and
Italy. W e might have saved ourselves this appeal to
experience by an analysis of the interest of
functionarism.
From this nationalism and imperialism of functionaries
comes their militarism.
And functionaries are
militarists in two senses; first, in aspiring to make the
military power of the State the exclusive function, or
the almost exclusive function, of the executive; for, if
this power be in the hands of the executive, it is ipso
facto in their own hands. This makes functionaries
the hereditary enemies of any political system in which
the military power does not lie with the executive-as
was the case, for instance, with the feudal system.
Secondly, functionaries are militarists in so far a s they
view with benevolent eyes the increases in military
expenditure;for they see in armed force a guarantee of
their security of tenure, and because the existence of an
efficient armed force permits them to cherish hopes of
the future expansion of their State. I t is true that
officialism could obtain the security to which it aspires
in a kind of International Federation which would
guarantee its privileges; but then this security would
be obtained a t the cost of sovereignty, and the sacrifice
would be too painful to be made voluntarily. On the
other hand, it is indisputable that the civilian classes of
the bureaucracy prefer an increase in their own numbers
to an increase in the military class. School teachers,
for example, will wish the sums allocated in the Budget

to be spent on education rather than on the navy; and
if the public funds set aside for the bureaucracy are
confined to fixed and unalterable limits (as when the
Church lived on its tithes) it follows that the different
categories of functionaries will struggle with all the
greater avidity for the different sums in the Budget.
They are still quarrelling over them; but, in so far as
they do not jeopardise their own salaries, functionaries
will always be favourable to increased military charges,
since military charges are a guarantee of their actual
possessions and even of their hopes, it being granted
that the loss of power by a State would ruin its bureaucracy
while the conquest of new territory would widen
the bases of the official hierarchy and still further
elevate its summits.
W e thus indicate yet another of the specific
charcteristics
of functionaries asa social class. I t is perhaps
the only social class interested positively in the numerical
increase of its members. Workmen are not interested
in adding to the number of workmen : on the contrary,
the larger the number of workmen in the labour market
the smaller will be the rate of wages.
Neither
are
peasant
proprietors, for with every increase in their
number the area apportioned
to them correspondingly
diminishes.
Neither
do capitalists;
for, although
capitalists do not compete with one another, their different
blocks of capital do compete in the market, and an
increase in the number of capitalists means either a
diminution in the amount of capital possessed by each
one of them, or else an increase in the total volume of
capital available, and consequently a recrudescence of
competition. But functionaries, on the other hand, are
not interested in seeing their total numbers reduced, for
neither they themselves nor their salaries, which are
fixed, compete with one another. On the contrary, as
public officials are a hierarchy, we may lay down the
general principle that the wider the basis of an official
organisation the higher will be its peaks, so that the
position of the heads of the judiciary, of the national
defence, of the education department, etc., will be all
the higher in proportion to the greater number of
functionaries
brought into the service ; and every increase
in the personnel of the administrative categories carries
with it, obviously, rapidity of promotion for employees
who entered the service sooner. On the other hand,
except in the case of societies inhabiting new countries,
whose members give themselves up to the passion of
exploiting unexplored riches, public functions and offices
are necessarily coveted by an increasing number of
people, as much for the social dignity which their
character
gives them a s for the fact that functionaries live
on fixed salaries, far from the world of competition and
without exploiting one another.
The attraction of
bureaucratic offices, in short, depends on their guild
constitution.
This tendency of the bureaucracy to increase, however,
is antagonistic to the interests of the remaining social
classes. Functionaries live on public funds, and these
in their turn must be extracted from private funds. W e
can imagine a society in which there are no private
funds, and in which all the economic functions, both
productiveand distributive, are carried out by public
functionaries;
butin such a society allthemembers composing
it will be public functionaries.
In assuming the
existence of such a society we shall have thereby run
counter to the supposition on the basis of which we have
been discussing, viz., a society in which the functionaries
are to be distinguished from the remaining citizens
by their public character.
In a society in which the
citizens are divided into functionaries and non-functionaries
the production of wealth will probably commend
itself to the interest of private persons, while the
economic action of the functionaries will consist in
distributingwealth or in consuming it in return for chiefly
spiritual benefits, such as culture, or justice, or the
defence of the State. Although the private persons in
the society may be favourably interested in the multiplication
of
public services of all kinds, they are not
similarly interested in their increased cost, for this means

an increase in taxation. The norm of the taxpayers
consists
in obtaining the maximum of public services with
the minimum of expense. I t may therefore be taken
for granted a priori that private citizens will a t all
times oppose increases in the public expenditure.
A s private persons form the great majority of the
citizens it will be easy for them to make their own
interestsprevail ; at any rate, if they unite for the purpose.
If private citizens united to check functionarism there is
no doubt that functionarism would be checked. On the
other hand, if private citizens do not unite, if they are
divided by antagonistic interests, the occasion will be
propitious for an increase in functionarism. In other
words, in homogeneous societies the increase in
functionarism cannot be very great. On the other hand, in
heterogeneous societies, in which the functions productive
of wealth are carried on amid a permanent
struggle between rich and poor, and the continual
exploitationof man by man, functionarism will easily
increase-for two reasons : first, the interests of a united
functionary body will be more powerful than the interests
of a disunited society ; and, secondly, because, between
the two struggling classes, a way will become opened
for the idea of conceding t o a neutral class-the official
c l a s s - t h e greatest possible maximum of moderating
power, so that the antagonism of the two classes may
be prevented from degenerating into a civil war or a
social revolution. And it is probable, indeed, that the
rise of functionarism wards off the approach of a social
revolution. But it is the tragedy of human culture that
i t cannot solve a problem without setting up a new one
in its place; whence it happens that the rise to power
of functionarism, while softening the internal asperities
of human societies, thrusts them with fatal effect into
external struggles and rivalries.
Functionarism, indeed, increases at the expense of the
remaining social classes.
Economically speaking,
functionarism is immediately parasitical, although
mediately it may produce wealth. In any case, the rise
of functionarism is effected a t the expense of the other
social classes in the State. But the taxpaying capacity
of these classes is limited. There may come a stage a t
which the demands of the functionaries exceed these
limits. Functionarism may then run the risk of the
producing classes finding it no longer to their interest to
go on producing. They may prefer emigration to working
and handing all their earnings over to the fisc, and
they will consequently become enemies of the State that
exploits them. In this case the sovereignty of the State
will be in jeopardy, for it will be threatened by enemies
a t home as well as by enemies abroad.
And as the
sovereignty of the State is the supreme interest of the
functionaries, they will have recourse to any measure
rather than continue to exploit the citizens of their State
to such a degree a s to make their position intolerable.
When functionaries are possessed of the antagonistic
desires of wishing to increase as a class, and yet of not
wishing to exploit the taxpayers beyond tolerable limits,
it is clear that their desires can be satisfied only by
extending their power over the inhabitants of other
countries.
I t thus happens that we find in the conflict between the
functionaries and the taxpayers one of the prima motives
of Colonial expansion. Thepurely capitalistic explanation
of Colonial enterprises is insufficient. Anyone who
has lived in German university circles during the last few
years will be able to confirm my statement that the
greatest enthusiasts of colonial expansion in Germany
were not the manufacturers, but the students.
Their
admiration and envy of British power in India were not
aroused by commercial prospects, but by the
possibilities
of postsformilitary and civilbureaucrats. In the
future colonial empire of Germany the students dimly
discerned billets and pensions for hundreds of thousands
of German university graduates. Thus the interest of
the bureaucracy in its conflict with the interest of the
taxpayer was bound to impel the powerful States to the
partition of the colonial lands; and as soon as there
were none left to be divided the inevitable result was the

clash of the great bureaucracies, which are the great
States, among themselves.
Facts confirm the accuracy of this theoretical reasoning. The expenditure of the French State, which was
38 million pounds in 1822, had increased by 1910 to 1671/2
millions. The expenditure of the German Empire, which
in 1874 was 33,600,000, rose by 1910 to 133 millions.
The increases in the English Budget will be in the minds
of ail, and in the last nine years the reforms inaugurated
chiefly by Mr. Lloyd George have led to the creation of
60,000 new public posts. And it should be noted that the
Budgets have increased as much in autocratic Russia
as in semi-autocratic Germany, in republican France, a s
in constitutional England, in countries where pacifist
ideals prevail as in those which boast their lust of
conquest-to such an extent that economists who have
observedthe phenomenon speak of a “Law of the increasing
activities of the State.”
I do not believe such a law exists. If it did exist the
increase of functionarism would be inevitable. But it
is not inevitable. W h a t has happened is simply that it
has not been avoided. I t has not been avoided primarily
because its gravity could not easily have been foreseen.
All that we know even now is that no political regime
up to the present time has been able t o solve the
problem; for neither autocracy nor parliamentarism has any
direct or immediate interest in checking the increase in
functionarism. M. Leroy-Beaulieu has quoted figures to
show that the Deputies in the French Chamber devote
much more energy to placing their friends in the public
services, and thus augmenting the national expenditure,
than in reducing the general expenses of the State.
Hence we may rest assured that the remedy for the
trouble will come neither from a n autocracy nor from
Parliament, but from the organisation of the productive
social classes for the specific object of “controlling”
the expenditure of States.
But this organisation of the productive classes implies
the resurrection of the guilds with a national aim. This
is the banner which was first raised in England a few
years ago by a modest weekly paper called THE NEW
AGE, with its programme of National Guilds.
Disdained
by the officials of the State and the State Socialists
of the Fabian Society because they refuse t o regard
the State as the universal panacea; attacked by the
Labour Party because they d o not hold an exclusively
proletarian idea ; and anathematised by the Marxians
because they cannot accept an economico-fatalistic
interpretationof history, the men of THENEW AGEmay
nevertheless look into the future with tranquil eyes; for
a guild organisation of the nation is the only means of
warding off the catastrophes to which we are perpetually
exposed by the uncontrolled supremacy of the executive
power of the State-the only social class which has so
f a r been formed into a guild. And thus, as the men of
the Renaissance by turning their eyes towards antiquity
prepared the modern era, so may the men of THENEW
AGE, with their mediaeval conception of the guild, lay
well and truly the foundations of the future.
S . T. COLERIDGE.
His poetry is laden fair
With influence too sweet to bear;
Whose childlike spirit bade him write,
Translating unto mortal sight,
That fills a little child with light,
Which brims and sparkles in his eyes
Like sprinkled beads of Paradise.
To Coleridge, or wood, or dale
Was but a painted, thin-spun veil;
The earth a film our dim eyes cast,
Lest the unbearable should blast.

How is the film turned darkest night?
How is the veil grown thickest rind?
The proud, the sensual, the blind
Have poisoned all the founts of light,
And loosed the very chords of air
That string our arrowy atmosphere.
E. H. VISIAK.

Letters to my Nephew.
VI.

The Service of the

State.

MY DEARGEORGE,--YOU tell me that not one of the
liberal professions appeals to you, but that some
congenialand useful work might be found in the Civil
Service. I would not discourage you. I a m not sure
if the future does not contain many rich gifts for those
who directly enter the service of the State. But a
different type of civil servant will be demanded, notably
men who are technically proficient in some branch of
wealth production. You remark that just now the
responsibility of the Civil Service must be almost too
heavy to be borne, and finally add that you cannot
understand my silence on the war.
I have been silent because I knew not what t o write.
Inter arma silent scriptores. In a business such as
this, so stupendous, creating, in a few short months, a
new epoch, it is better to be mute unless one has the
mot juste. In vain have the pamphleteers hammered
a t my brain-the
Oxford group, Shaw, Wells and the
rest. They leave me cold and unresponsive. Cold,
because I cannot see any reason for their intervention ;
unresponsive because they throw no light upon the
realities. Wells is a shrieking shrew who sees in the
war endless opportunities for nagging. H e has spent
twenty years writing fiction believing it t o be the truth;
Shaw has spent thirty years writing what he believed
t o be the truth, when all the time it was fiction far
more diverting than Wells’s febrile fascination for the
sexual. Each has a public numbering a thousand or
two ; each believes that he influences men’s actions. If
it were true, then they would be a couple of mischief
makers; as it is, they are both nuisances, mosquitoes
buzzing in a bed-net. T h e Oxford group would have
us believe that we entered the war with humanitarian
motives t o kill the monster of militarism. If I a m
thrown into a swift current, I am a fool t o shout t h a t
I went in t o fight the current. My business is t o get
out with the least damage t o myself and without mock
heroics. And when I a m back on dry ground, the only
possible advantage that can accrue is some small
improvementin my swimming. Moreover, if four or five
other fellows are thrown in with me, and two of them
a r e drowned, I am no richer for their loss. There is a
change, however.
“One cannot step twice into the
same river,”
said Heraklitus.
Truly,
“all
things
flow."
I n these troubled months my mind h a s constantly
reverted t o the last greatepoch-the French Revolution.
I t is curious that the only account of that period that
sticks in my mind is Carlyle’s. His “facts” are long
since out of d a t e ; factors have been disclosed that were
unknown to him. Yet his picture remains the most
consistent and his story the most credible. I have
been wondering whether this is not due t o his method.
W h e n your letter came I pondered what Carlyle would
have written. In a n idle moment I began an exercise
in the Carlylian method. Perhaps it may interest you.
“All through the days and nights of July the British
Foreign Secretary has premonitions : is conscious of
pending events pregnant with fate and fraught with
indefinable menace. H e passes to his seat in Parliament,
grave, preoccupied.
H e sits listening to the
clatter of irresponsible Tapers, of Tadpoles, swelling
with self-importance like the fabled frog. H e listens
uncomprehending, for his thoughts wander to the
Ballplatz in Vienna, t o Belgrade, where in that square,
flat-roofed house, sit Pashitch and Jonanovitch in
anxious consultation. T h e Serajevo bullet has
penetrated
totheheart of Europe. Pashitch measures the
chances of Russian support; he knows that neither

Russia nor France wants w a r ; he knows that the Dual
Monarchy would crush Serbia and now has a diplomatic
pretext. T h e British Foreign Secretary, seated in
isolation, tries to pierce the thoughts, the intentions of
these actors in this the first act of Europe’s terrible
drama. T h e moods of the House, evanescent, shadows of
clouds upon the waters, barely touch him. N o smile
relievesthe stern set face, its skin drawn tightly over aquiline
nose and square jaw. H i s weary eyes scan closely
t h e human elements around and about him. H e knows
that the wolves a r e gathering, hungry, growling. Is
this a n assembly of sheep? I n a few short weeks will
the wolves’ f a n g s be at their throats? T h e words of
the Viennese ‘ Militarische Rundschau,’ read by
ambitiousofficers, who only in war win laurels, ferment in
his brain : ’If we do not decide for war, the war we
shall have t o make in two or three years at the latest
will be begun in circumstances much less propitious.
Now the initiative belongs to us. . . Since some day
we shall have to accept the struggle let us provoke it
at once.’ Provoke ! Ominous Initiative ! T h e military
men have been recently impressing him with the
capital importance of initiative. By delay, by striving
for peace to the very end, he knowingly yields this
advantage to t h e enemy. So be it ! There are moral
considerations not to be lightly disregarded-nay,
that
must, whatever the hazard, be obeyed at the peril of
his soul and the treasured good faith of the people that
have confided t o him the grim issues, and, trusting
him, pursue their avocations, their ambitions, pleasures,
recreations. T h e Powers and Principalities know it ;
they know that their secrets must be all revealed when
their archives a r e opened to the Grand Inquest of
But can h e disregard the words of the caustic
Mankind.
a n d epigrammatic Dumaine, Ambassador of the
Republicto the Court of the Dual Monarchy? T h a t very
day t h e courtly Cambon had privately shown him
Dumaine’s last dispatch : ‘For this newspaper,
appeasementand security can only be achieved by a war
to the knife against pan-Serbianisrn, and it is in the
name of humanity that it demands the extermination
of the accursed Serbian race.’
“
Barely a lingering doubt remains in the inner
sanctuary of his mind : the wolves a r e gathering even
before the snow falls. Behind the editors of these
semi-official journals stands the thin, strained figure of
Count Berchtold ; behind t h a t dyspeptic diplomatist
stand the German W a r Lord, his impetuous heirapparent, the German Chancellor and the war-machine,
waiting impatiently for the button to be touched. Not
without reason had Cambon concluded his interview
with the grave words ‘ C’est la guerre,’ rising and
moving away silently, with mincing gait, over the thick
carpet.
Cambon must know.
His brother Jules is
French Ambassador a t Berlin. ’The issue is to be
Teuton against Slav. W h a t matters i t ? One issue is
as good as another. T h e wolves a r e hungry. They
must taste blood.
“Sir Edward Grey leans back, hands in pocket, looking
up at the glass roof through which comes the cunningly
softened light. T h e Chancellor of the Exchequer, with
slight limp, slides past, sits down near him and is soon
in animated conversation with the Chief Whip. H e
discusses every point, laughs, jokes, makes suggestions
and calculations. ‘Perky, plucky, tricky,’ someone
remarksof him on a back-bench, half in admiration, half
in contempt. T h e Prime Minister lumbers to his seat,
wisps of silver white hair trailing over his collar. H e
carries with him a n air of solidity, almost of serenity.
T h e Foreign Secretary is dimly conscious t h a t this must
be a special night-probably
Ireland. H e is suddenly
recalled from his reverie. Across the table stands the
heavy-jowled Carson, reckless and overhearing, muttering
and uttering scarcely veiled rebellion. H i s words
hurtle round the House. Jibes and insults a n d challenging
laughter are shot back at him, staccato, like the
rattle of rifles, from the raucous throats of the Liberals
and Nationalists. T h e Leader of the Opposition, acid,
angular, old-maidish, is visibly embarrassed. His

party, proudly declaring its fidelity to the flag, sits
silent, nervous and apprehensive.
Civil war ! T h e
Foreign Secretary’s lips curl contemptuously. The fools !
This is the passion of a game not of life and death. Full
soon they will hear the g u n s ; their nearest and dearest
will be called. But it is not to Carson that Grey looks at
this perilous time. Below the gangway, massive,
sphinx-like, sits Redmond.
The word will be with
him. W i t h Redmond, and not with those pale
simulacra
on the Labour benches, who, pretending to come
from the Mountain, graze contentedly in the paddock.
“Dryasdust, nosing through the archives of the
Quai D’Orsay, has hit upon some contemporary
documents
which we may declare to be significant of much.
One of these documents is signed by Faramond, Naval
Attache a t the French Embassy in Berlin. OurFaramond
observes with clear eyes. From the calm waters
of his diplomatic lagoon he looks out into the industrial
jungle of the Fatherland and sees portents therein, to
which he earnestly invites the attention of his official
superiors. Let Faramond speak : ‘The German soldier
is n o longer what he was forty years a g o - a simple
religious man, ready to die at the order from his King
-and
William II cannot afford t o allow a retreat to
enter into his calculations. Taking into account the
four million Socialist votes polled at the last election,
and remembering that the franchise is only given at the
a g e of twenty-five, one may be justified in thinking that
the active army, composed of young people between the
ages of twenty and twenty-five, must have in its ranks
a considerable number of Socialists.’
Faramond,
worthy man, strikes a new note in diplomatic
correspondence. Another document is a memorandum for
one Stephen Pichon, whom we have forgotten if we
ever remembered, Minister €or Foreign Affairs, on
July 30, 1913 : ‘Others consider war as necessary for
economic reasons found in over-population and
overproduction,
the need of markets and of outlets, or for
social reasons such a s that diversion abroad alone can
prevent or delay the rising to power of the Democratic
and Socialist masses.’ And there is much more t o like
effect, ending thus :
‘Moreover, doctrinaire
manufacturers
declare that the difficulties they have with
their workers originated in France, the revolutionary
home of ideas of emancipation-without
France
industrywould be quiet. Finally, theg u n and armourplate
manufacturers, the great merchants who clamour
for greater markets, and the bankers who speculate on
the golden a g e and the indemnity of war think that war
would be good business.’ Mammon, whom we have met
before, at divers times and p l a c e s , i s like t o exert a
determiningvoice a t this desperate conjunction.
“ W e may be certain that our Foreign Secretary is well
informed of the sentiments of the market-place when
the dice-box rattles in the hand of Von Jagow. The
first throw is at St. Petersburg, almost immediately to
be re-christened Petrograd. T h e Austrian Ambassador
hints that his Government may search on Serbian territory
for the instigators of Serajevo. ‘ Do not enter
upon t h a t path,’ replies Sazonof. O n July 2 3 Austria
presents her ultimatum to Serbia. I t must be
swallowed, body and bones, in forty-eight hours. On
July 24 Sir Edward Grey is officially informed. H e
remarks t o the Austrian Ambassador that never had a
document of so formidable a character been addressed
from one Government to another. Not dismayed h e
sets the Chancelleries to work to find a formula to
appease Austria. T h e n e s t week we witness
processionsof ambassadors at the Ballplatz and t h e
Wilhelmstrasse. In vain! F o r there is no conceivable
formula under Heaven to which Germany will
consent.
Her army watches with ill-disguised dismay the
passage of precious days whilst these men talk. E n d
i t ! Let the sword decide. Austria mobilises, Russia
mobilises, but that busy-body of a British Minister still
seeks the magic formula, searching for it as for the
Moly Grail. Donnerwetter ! We know why! He
fears us. Let us march !

“But our Foreign Secretary is not afraid. Nor does
the British nation tremble. Fear ! W e have dealt
before with wolves and our dominion runs to the ends
of the world. Look more closely a t home, oh, fireeating Junkerdom ! For if Grey but speak the word;
if he will but whisper in the ear of the gentle
Lichnowsky that we will support our good friend France;
that, if we take up our arms, we will never lay them
down until Germany and its Junkers lie prostrate, be it
in one year or ten-then,
most valiant Kaiser, we know
of a certainty that thy sword may rattle but will not
leave its scabbard.
But Grey is silent. ‘ Go your
When we
courses, noble sirs, without regard to us.
strike, we strike. But we do not threaten.’
“At this vital moment in the negotiations we may,
with all our hearts, pity the predicament of the British
Foreign Secretary. H e can decide, aye or nay, if war
shall devastate Europe.
The Marquess di San
Guiliano, Italy’s Foreign Minister, says to Monsieur
Barrere, the French Ambassador, that ‘at this moment
Germany takes great account of her relations with
London, and that, if there is one Power who can
persuadeBerlin to take pacific action, it is England.’
Sazonof cables the same opinion to Benckendorff.
Viviani implores Grey to pronounce the fatal decision.
Grey remains silent. H e cannot speak, if he would,
for he must gain the consent of the Cabinet. Nor can
the Cabinet speak until Parliament has been duly
notified
andvotes the supplies. But we must not suppose
that our Foreign Secretary, were he tongue-free and
able to say what is in his mind, would even then have
warned Germany that the weight of the British Empire
would be thrown in the scales against her. Germany
would have withdrawn and Europe would have heard
nothing but of Britain’s bullying diplomacy. Our Grey
is not minded to draw down upon us Germany’s rage
and spleen without due compensation. N o if; diplomacy
cannot speak its mind frankly and without arriere
pensee because the W a r Lord for ever threatens, then
let civilisation abdicate and make way for the Devil with
his legions of darkness. Nor does our Foreign Secretary
fail to make some calculations. H e knows the
power and recuperative faculties of France. Here on
his desk are the figures of the French army and navy,
no doubt more than a little coloured with Latin optimism.
Here, too, are the Russian totals passing belief.
Never mind: if but the half be true we stand on sure
ground. The words of the Viennese editor re-echo in
his brain : ‘If not now then in two or three years.’
Let u s then face the fight never doubting. W e struggle
to the end to dissolve the issues in pure reason. Mars,
in unholy union with Mammon, was too strong.
“Ye Powers and Temporalities, Ye Immensities, Ye
Clouds and Constellations, and Thou, O Mother Earth,
eternally revolving in the sun’s gracious light, grant,
we pray you, that this monstrous iniquity be not laid
at our door. This arbitrament by blood, this worship
of Thor, this dethronement of Reason comes uninvited
upon u s ; we sought it not, for we were at our daily
tasks; our minds were far from it. But bear witness,
also, we pray, that we g o forward to our fate without
fear and without flinching. W e throw down the torch ;
we seize the sword; undismayed, we march into the
future.”

I fear, perhaps, that Carlyle m a y have been
misinformed
in some respects!-Your affectionate Uncle,
ANTHONYFARLEY.

THE INGRATE.
His mother groan’d, his father wept,
Into the dangerous world he leapt;
Kicking off his swaddling-bands,
He swaggered forth in foreign lands.
His mother weeps, his father groans,
He stones them both with many stones;
Pompous, puerile, piping rage,
He struts about the bad new age!
MORGANTud.

Nietzsche

or

Carlyle?

“Pure philosophy, the s u m total of which is, we must do
the best we can! oh, most lame and impotent conclusion.’’Carlyle.
IN offering a modest contribution towards the efforts
that are being made by all sensible persons to rescue
poor old Nietzsche from beneath the brick-pile under
which he has been buried, one does not necessarily wish
to be identified with the Nietzschean mode of thought.
Nietzsche made two glaring errors which in the present
writer’s opinion effectually put him outside the ranks
of philosophers worth considering at all. His first
fundamental error was his confusing of Socialism with
Christianity, and fulminating against both as identical
creeds. His second fundamental error was his assumption
that Christianity was a slave religion imposed by
the slaves upon society from below, instead of seeing
that it really is a slave religion imposed by the masters
from above. This is demonstrable not merely from
Constantine, but it can be witnessed in operation everywhere a t the present day. I t is invariably a member
of the middle or upper class, who before granting the
dole to the prospective victim of charity, asks what
church or chapel they attend. Is it the natural
instinctsof sailormen after they have just sent a ship to
the sea-bottom amidst indescribable horrors and mutilation
to immediately hold a religious service of
thanksgiving
Gt oo d ? Doubtful; but we shall find that such
service is part of the regulations and ordered by the
captain.
Two such mistakes as this are inexcusable in a writer
getting up to be a teacher. Again, it is very bad for a
philosopher to teach by means of parables and
contradictory
aphorisms. Christ failed for this reason ; to
this day we do not know whether he was a man of
peace or a man of war; with the consequence that
Christians are exterminating each other wholesale with
a view to settling among other things this vexed
question. A dramatist, a poet, may freely give vent
to his profoundest contradictions and suffer no hurt,
but never a philosopher ; a contradictory philosopher is
abhorrent to nature. But contradictory or crazy a s
Nietzsche may have been, he has at least placed upon
record his opinion of Prussianism and German culture.
They are somewhat remarkable. Germans he hated
so intensely that the mere presence of one interfered
with his digestion. In terms most emphatic he accused
Germany of ruining culture
(civilisation), and
maintained
that every great crime against civilisation for the
last four hundred years lay upon the conscience of
Germany. Contradictory a s Nietzsche may have been,
he has not, so far as I am aware, contradicted this ; and
further than this Winston Churchill himself would
hardly be prepared to go. How comes it then that
Nietzsche, of all men, has had to bear the onus of the
European conflagration lit by the swashbucklers of
Berlin ?
It can be simply explained. The uproar against
Nietzsche arose principally from the leaders of
“thought” (poverty of the English language compels
the use of this term) in church-going circles; in it High
Church and Nonconformity have been as bloodbrothers; and the gentlemen of the Press, who have all
had their turn a t the Nietzschean cock-shy-are not the
names suggestive? Mr. Archer, Mr. T. P. O’Connor,
Mr. A. G. Gardiner (two whole columns on Saturday
morning) and I know not how many more. Did they
not feel a t the back of their heads that blameworthy a s
the Kaiser was, something must be done to switch the
public mind off the ominous fact that the Kaiser a t least
was a God-fearing man, who read his Bible every night,
and recommended his faithful nation to read it too?
This circumstance must be very discomforting to the
religious intellect, and here is Nietzsche, an antiChristian, ready to hand. To the lions with h i m !
Terrible quantities of ink were shed, and those to
whom the horrid Nietzsche doctrines of glory to the

conqueror, hail the blonde beast, had a n old familiar
ring, suspected t h a t the name of Thomas Carlyle would
not be kept out of it for very long. Sure enough,
Carlyle soon appeared in the conflict, but instead of any
prideful pointing out of the fact that Nietzsche had
g o t three-quarters of his ideas from a Scottish source,
a n extraordinary effusion appeared in the “Daily
News,” claiming Carlyle a s the very antithesis of
Nietzsche. This particular comparison was the very
limit to which the insane misrepresentation of Nietzsche
h a s been pushed so far. T h e writer, a gentleman of
the name of Wilson, claimed that Carlyle ( I ) Believed
in right and not might. ( 2 ) Was a woman worshipper.
(3) Was a n ardent believer in Christian morals. (4)
Championed the down-trodden. Nietzsche, of course,
was the opposite of all these things. Finally, it was
certain that in this war Nietzsche would have praised
the German Kaiser clique and Carlyle would have cursed
them. Feeling t h a t the editor of the “Daily News,”
with his love of truth, would be keen t o welcome any
correction of these errors, we ventured a mild letter on
the subject, but, alas ! it did not appear. I t is probable
that the unfortunate editor received such a n overwhelming
number of letters upon it, that in fairness he had no
choice but to reject all.
However, it may be here pointed out t h a t on the
question of right and might, what Nietzsche meant by
blonde beast, Thomas Carlyle called Hero. T h e whole
of the Nietzschean doctrine on this matter is t o be
found in Carlyle’s “Heroes and Hero Worship.” H e
takes a n assortment of heroes (fighters) of widely
divergent personal character, attractive or otherwise,
does not matter, and his express thesis is that he who
fights and wins, the conqueror, is justified by history
irrespective of the merits of his cause. In proof that
this is sound, one need only cite the case of William
the Conqueror. Here was a marl of low bestial type,
who with no other motive than material greed brought
over to these shores a collection of ruffians, the vileness
of whose characters can never be exceeded, and made
unprovoked attack upon the Saxons, precisely as the
modern William is making war upon the Belgians now.
By a superiority of either numbers, organisation or
armament, but certainly by no moral superiority,
William the Bastard won. W i t h the result that to-day
many of our British aristocrats, instead of being
ashamed of such a n ancestor, are only too proud to be
able t o trace their descent from him or one of the crew.
Point two : Carlyle was a woman worshipper. Well,
he married one; and it is not yet decided by those who
have been quarrelling over the question this forty
years whether he made t h a t woman’s life a misery or
not. I t is unfair t o reproach him anyway, his moral
rectitude being irreproachable ; but one may pardonably
‘incline to the opinion, after careful examination of the
records, that if Carlyle had b e e na little easier in his
morals he might have been more genial in his temper,
and Mrs. Carlyle might have had a better time.
Carlyle’sattitude to Christianity (3) was one of his least
worthy characteristics. H e wobbled to the l a s t ; but it
is a t least so doubtful whether he can be claimed as a
Christian that some clerical writers have gladly
presented
him to the free-thinkers. I t is notorious that in
his private letters and conversations with friends he was
often capable of a bitter sneer against Christianity, but
never revealed this attitude in his public utterances; he
was bold enough with the Churches however, and could
tolerate none of them.
As t o the downtrodden (4), Carlyle not only upheld
slavery but during the Civil W a r in America indited a
furious pamphlet upholding the South against the
North.
Now we come to the most important question, the
assertion that Carlyle would have cursed the Kaiser
clique. Let u s see. We have already seen Nietzsche’s
opinion on Germans and Germany’s “culture,” an
opinion never contradicted, however strange it may
seem that he did not admire the State which would

seem to he the nearest to his ideal of the glorification
of force. But Carlyle! Not only was he a lover of
Germany but he literally soaked himself in German
culture from youth t o old age. H e tried t o graft it on
to England. All his idols-literary,
religious and
military-were German : Goethe, Luther, Frederick the
Great. To a biography and glorification of the latter
source and fountain-head of all Prussian jack-bootery he
devoted the most arduous labour of his life, producing a
monument which even now is treasured in every German
University.
While refusing English honours he
accepted the Prussian Order of Merit, and, finally, so
acute did Carlyle’s mania for Germany become t h a t
after his second trip to that country, being feted by all
sorts of professors and princes, it culminated in this;
writing to Froude, he says :“Alone of nations Prussia seems still to understand something of the art of governing and of fighting
enemies to said art. Germany from of old has been
the peaceablest, most pious, and in the end most valiant
and terriblest of nations. Germany ought to be President
of Europe, and will again, it seems, be tried with
that office for another five centuries or so.” (“Carlyle’s
Life in London.” Vol. 2 . )
T o realise that such a man as Carlyle has been used
as a stick t o beat Nietzsche is t o measure the length
of absurdity and malice to which the anti-Nietzschean
furiosos will go. T h e thing t o be noted particularly in
Carlyle’s panegyric is, that it is not only Prussia especially
that he admires and thinks should dominate
Europe, but it is the peculiar repulsive blend of religious
piety and military brutality which is her charming
quality in his eyes. H e was Christian enough always
to like to see his Christian warriors fight with the Bible
in one hand and the sword in the other. The statue to
Oliver Cromwell (another of his heroes) that now stands
outside the House of Commons and in which this phenomena
can be observed in all the glory of bronze, would
have delighted his very soul.
To-day Carlyle’s words a r e terrible enough, even
seem insane. I t may be advisable to remove his
monument
fromthe Thames Embankment for the present, as
the Kaiser, should he ever arrive, will undoubtedly pay
it a ceremonial visit and probably decorate it with a n
Iron Cross. So f a r a s mere literary influence goes,
Carlyle had undoubtedly more to do with the cause of
the present war than Nietzsche. I t is stated, for
instance, in a recent volume on the bombastic and
malevolent
Treitschke, that there was only one Englishman
who had any sense and whom he could admire-Thomas
Carlyle !
But we must soften the blow a little and not be too
hard on the dour scholar from Ecclefechan.
Insane as
his words seem now, they merely reflected the opinions
of the well-to-do classes and Court circles of England
at that period. This is true of his pro-Germanism, of
his siding with the Southern slave owners against
Lincoln, and of his bitter attacks on the unfortunate
French nation of 1870; such was the result, or irony of
fate, of Carlyle’s struggle t o maintain a reputation for
sturdy independence of character. Yet the old Chelsea
oracle had his bright lucid moments. While none can
hope that his prophecy of Prussian Presidency of
Europe may come t o pass, yet it does look as though
inspiration was upon him when he penned the
following :“Laissez faire, Supply and Demand, one begins to
be weary of all that. Leave all to egoism, to ravenous
greed of money, of pleasure, of applause; it is the
Gospel of Despair ! Man is a patent digester then, only
give him Free Trade. Free digesting room; and each
of u s digest what he can come at, leaving the rest to
F a t e ! My unhappy brethren of the Working Mammonism,
my unhappier brethren of the Idle Dilletantism, no
world was ever held together in that way for long. A
world of mere Patent Digesters will soon have nothing
to digest ; such world ends, and by law of Nature must
end, in ‘over population’ ; in howling universal famine

‘impossibility’ and suicidal madness, a s of endless dog
kennels run rabid.”
“Working Aristocracy.”
A lucid moment in truth ! of all prophecies, ancient,
modern, monkish, scientific or horoscopic, this one,
written seventy years ago, seems now of all most likely
to come to pass. But to attack the fetish, the “holy
of holies, the glorious gospel of Free Trade!” W e
must quote no more from Carlyle or he will be thrown
even from his last stronghold, the “Daily News.’’
But more lucid and brighter still was he when he
penned the line that heads this paper. Such, truly, is
the value of all philosophers, including himself, amateur
though he was. We have read deep, oh so deep of
philosophers, until we are sick to the very heart and
soul; away with the whole pack of them to the dust-bin.
The highest philosophy was perfectly familiar ages
before writing was discovered. W h a t better can the
moderns do than Aurelius, Petronius, Omar Khayyam,
Shakespeare? Never in this world can any reach higher
than these. As for the moderns, here are they all
worrying over the dry bone of the super-man idea, still
trying to find meat on it, wretched product of the
greedy individualism of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries as it is. When Immanuel Kant talks of his
“Categorical Imperative,” Schopenhauer of his “Will
to Live,” Stirner of his precious “Ego,” Carlyle of his
“Heroes,” Nietzsche of his “Blonde Beast,” Bernard
Shaw of his “Life Force and Super-Man,” Bergson of
his “Elan Vital,” each and all mean exactly and
preciselythe same thing.
Dissect this metaphysical
monster and there stands revealed nothing but the
economic boss of the period: the manufacturer, the
shopkeeper, the self-made man !
So they invent new metaphysical terms and try to
prove that the invention of such new term solves the
secret of humanity. Away to the dustbin with all of
them ! They are nothing but “German professors,”
List to immortal Heine :This world and this life are so scattered; they try me.
And so to a German professor I’ll hie me.
He can well put all the fragments together
Into a system convenient and terse.
While with his night-cap and dressing-robe tatters
He’ll stop up the chinks of the wide Universe.
G. D.

Shevchenko’s

“Katerina.
”

(Translated into prose by S . Wolska and C. E . Bechhofer)
LOVE, ye black-browed maidens, but not the Muscovites; for the Muscovites are foreign men, they do you

hurt. The Muscovite, the soldier, loves with a joke,
with a joke he forsakes; he will g o away to his
Muscovy,
andthemaidenperishes. If it were only she, it
were nought, but the old mother that bore her into God’s
world must perish too. The heart withers, singing,
when it knows why; folk will not ask the heart, but will
say, “Worthless one.” Love then, ye black-browed
maidens, but not the Muscovites, for the Muscovites
are foreign men, they laugh at you.
Katerina obeyed neither her father nor her mother.
She came to love a Muscovite all her heart knew how.
She came to love the youth, and she went I O the garden,
till herself and her happiness she destroyed there. The
mother calls t o the evening meal, but the daughter
does not hear.
She dallies with the Muscovite and
passes there the night.
More than two nights she
kissed her lover’s black eyes till the foul rumour was in
all the village. Let the evil folk say what they wish;
she loves and does not see that misery has begun.
Evil news came-they bade him march; the Muscovite
went to Turkey, Katerina cowled her head. She
cared not that her plait was covered; to suffer for her
lover is as pleasant as to sing. The black-browed
youth has promised, if he live, has promised to returnthen Katerina will be a Muscovite and forget her woe.
And meanwhile, let folk say what they wish. Katerina
she wipes away her tears, that the
is not sad-but
maidens in the street sing without her. Katerina is not

sad-but she laves herself with her tears; she takes the
pails at midnight and goes for water, that her foes may
not see her. She goes to the pool, stands beneath the
guelder-rose and sings “Dear Gregory.’’
She sings,
she speaks, that the guelder-rose weeps. She returns,
and is glad that none has seen her.
Katerina is not s a d ? And she has no bad thoughts.
With a new kerchief she gazes from the window.
Katerina gazes-.
Half a year passed-she felt pain
around her heart, something pricked her side. Katerina
fell ill, she scarcely lives-she
grew well again, and by
the stove she rocks a child. The women laugh a t her,
they mock her mother, that the Muscovites returning
pass the night in her hut : “Thou hast a black-browed
daughter, but she is not alone; for by the stove she is
rearing a Muscovite son. . . . She has a black-browed
one. Surely she taught him herself.” Babblers, may
evil days bite you such as have bitten the mother who
h a s borne a son for your sport !
Katerina, my heart! How art thou miserable!
Whither in the world wilt thou go with thy little
orphan? W h o in the world will invite thee in, will
welcome thee without thy lover? Thy father, thy
mother are as foreign folk, it is hard to live with them.
Katerina grew well again; she opens the shutter,
looks into the street and rocks her child. She lookshe is not there. Will he not return? She would g o
into the garden to weep, but folk look a t her. The sun
sets-Katerina
walks in the garden, in her arms she
bears her son. She looks round : “Here I looked for
him coming from the muster. Here I spoke with him.
And here--and h e r e - O my son, my son.” And she did
not finish.
I n the garden the sweet and bitter cherries commence
to grow green. As she used before, Katerina walked.
She walks, but sings no more as she used, when she
awaited the young Muscovite in the cherry-orchard.
She curses her ill-luck; but meanwhile her enemies d o
their will-they forge foul lies, what can she do? If
her black-browed lover were here he would know how
to make them cesse. But he of the black brows is so
far, he neither hears nor sees how her enemies mock
her, how Katrusya weeps. Perhaps already he is slain
across the calm Danube;perhaps in Muscovy he loves
another maid. N o , he of the black brow is not slain.
H e lives, is w e l l - a n d where can he find such eyes, such
black brows? At the end of the earth, in Muscovy over
the sea, there is not another Katerina. But she was
good only for misery!
Her mother could give her
black brows and eyes, but in all the world she could not
give fortune and happiness. And without fortune a fair
face is like a flower in the fields; the sun burns it, the
wind shakes it, anyone who will may pluck it. Lave
then thy fair face with thy little tears ! For the Muscovites
return by other roads.

II.
The father sits a t the end of the table; he rests on his
arms and looks not on God’s world; he is very sad.
At his side the old mother sits on the bench; for tears
she can hardly say t o her daughter: “ W h a t of thy
marriage, daughter, where is thy partner? Where are
the rooms full of bridesmaids, and the elders and the
boyars? In Muscovy, my daughter, go and seek them !
Do not tell good people thou hast a mother. Cursed be
the time and hour when thou wert born. If I had
known, before the rising of the sun I would have
drowned thee. Then thou wouldst have been good for
the snake-but now for the Muscovite. My daughter,
my daughter, my rosy flower! Like a berry, like a
bird, I loved thee and reared thee, for misery.
My
daughter, what hast thou done? Thou hast repaid me !
Then go and seek a mother-in-law in Muscovy,; thou
dost not hearken to my words. Go, perhaps thou wilt
hearken to hers. Go, daughter, seek her, greet her, be
happy among strangers, do not return to us. Return
not, my child, from the distant land. Who, when thou
art gone, will bury this head? W h o will weep above
me as mine own child? Who will plant upon my grave

the red guelder-rose?
Who, when thou art gone, will
name my sinful soul? My daughter, my daughter, my
dear child, begone from us!” She scarcely blessed
her, “God be with thee,” and fell to the floor as she
were dead.
The old father spoke: “Why dost thou wait, poor
thing?”
Katerina began to weep and fell at his feet.
“Pardon, dear father, what I have done. Pardon me,
my pigeon, my dear hawk.” “God forgive thee, and
good people.
Pray to God and begone.
It will be
easier for me.”
She could scarcely rise, she took farewell and silently
left the hut. The old father and mother remained,
bereft.
She went to the cherry-orchard and prayed to
God under a cherry-tree.
She took a little earth and
placed it on the cross round her neck, and said, “I
shall return no more. In a distant land, in foreign soil,
strangers shall bury me. But this morsel at least shall
remain over me of mine own and shall tell the strangers
of my woe, my misery.
Do not tell, my dove;
it
matters not where I be laid. Men do not talk of my
sins through the whole world. Thou wilt not say it,
but there is one who shall say I am his mother. My
God ! My misery ! Where shall I hide?
My child. I
shall hide beneath the water and thou wilt do penance
for my sin, a fatherless orphan among men.”
She went through the village.
Katerina wept;
on
her head was a kerchief, in her arms a child.
She
left the village-the
heart yearns.
She looked back,
nodded, and began to lament. Like a poplar she stood
in the fields at the roadside, like dew before the rising of
the sun fell her tears. Behind her bitter tears she does
not see the world; only she hugs her son, she kisses
him and cries, and he, like a little angel, knows nothing
and with his tiny hands seeks her breast. The sun set ;
the sky reddens behind the wood. She wiped her tears,
turned and went away-and
only fancies.
In the village for a long time they said many things,
but neither her father nor mother heard their words !
Such in this world men do to men. This one they
bind, that one they stab, and another loses himselfand why?
The Holy One knows!
The world, ye see,
is wide, hut the lonely have not whither to go in the
world.
To this one fate gave land from border to
border, to the other it left that, where he shall be laid.
Where are those folk, where are those good people?
The heart meant to live with them, to love them. They
are lost, lost !
There is happiness in the world, but who knows it?
There is freedom in the world, but who has it? Folk
there are in the world that glitter with gold and silver.
They seem to reign, but they do not know happiness,
neither happiness nor freedom. In dullness and misery
they put on their robes, and they are ashamed to weep.
Take gold and silver and be rich, but I shall take tears,
to pour away woe; I will drown misfortune with little
tears, I will trample misfortune with bare feet. Then
I shall be gay, then I shall be rich, when my heart shall
walk in freedom !
III.
Owls hoot, the forest sleeps, the stars glitter; over
the road emptiness hovers. Good folk rest, what has
wearied them ? The one happiness, another tears-the
night covered all; everyone the night covered as a
mother her children. Where did it caress Katrusya?
In
the wood or in a hut? Does she play with her son in
the fields beneath a sheaf? Or does she watch for the
wolf in the woods from beneath a tree? Black brows,
may none possess you, if for you such woes must be
suffered ! What will befall her more? There will be, there
will be woe. She will meet yellow sands and strange
men; she will meet the cruel winter. And the otherwill he meet, will he recognise Katerina, and greet his
son? With him she, the black-browed, would forget the
roads, the sands her woes.
He, like a mother, will
greet her, like a brother will speak to her-We shall see,
we shall hear.
Meanwhile I shall rest, meantime I shall ask the way
to Muscovy, the far away, my lord-brothers ! I know

it, I know ! My heart grows cold, when I remember it.
I, too, have measured it, may none measure it more !
I would tell of that misery, but who will believe me?
“He lies,” they will say, ‘‘the such-and-such”
(of
course, not to my eyes). “He only spoils the language
and bothers the people.” Truth, truth is yours, folk.
And why know it, that which I shall pour before you
with tears? Why?
Everyone has enough of his own.
Be damned to it ! Meantime pass tinder and tobacco,
so as not, ye know, to be sad at home; they tell of
woes on purpose that we may have evil dreams-the
wicked take it ! Rather will I say where Katerina fares
to Ivan.
Behind Kiev and the Dnieper, under a dark grove, the
salt-merchants
follow the road and sing, “The EagleOwl.”
A young woman goes by the road, surely on a
pilgrimage.
Why is she sad and not gay, and her eyes
are as if they were weeping? Her coat is patched, on
her back is a bag, and in her arm the child slumbered.
She met the salt-merchants,
covered the child and
asked, “Good folk, which is the way to Muscovy?” “To
Muscovy?
This very way.
Goest far, poor thing?’’
“TO Moscow itself. In the name of Christ, give me for
the road.’’ She takes the alms and trembles, it is hard
to take it. And why must she?-And the child ! She
is his mother.
She wept and followed the road.
At
the Breweries she rested and bought her son a honeycake.
Long, long the poor creature went and always
asked; and often with her son passed the night under
a wall.
Ye see the use of black brows-to
sleep under a
stranger’s wall ! Regard, ye maidens, and do penance
for your sins, that ye seek not a Muscovite, that ye seek
him not, as Katerina.
Then ask not why folk scold,
why they allow- them not to pass the night in their hut.
Ask not, ye black-browed maidens, for folk do not
know; whom God punishes in the world, they punish
too. Men bow themselves, like willows, where the wind
blows. The sun shines on the orphan, it shines, hut
does not warm. Men would gladly cover the sun, if
they had the might, that it might not shine on the
orphan and dry his tears. And why, dear God, why to
be so sad, what has she done to folk? What do they
wish?
That she weep--My heart ; Katerina, do not
weep; do not show them thy tears; suffer unto death !
And lest thy face with thy black brows be lost lave thyself with tears in the dark wood before the rising of the
sun. Thou wilt lave thyself, they will not see it and will
not mock thee; and the heart will rest while the tears
flow.
Such, ye see, is misery, maidens! With a joke the
Muscovite forsook Katrusya.
Misery sees not with
whom to joke; and though men see, they do not pity.
“May,” they say, “the wicked child perish, once she
could not respect herself.”
My dears, respect yourselves in the evil hour, that ye seek not a Muscovite !
Where
does Katrusya wander?
Under walls she
passed the nights, early she rose, and hastened to
Muscovy. And there, the winter met her.
The wind
whistles in the field. Katerina
goes in bast shoeswhat woe !-in a single coat. Katrya can scarcely walk ;
she looks, she fancies. It seems, Muscovites are coming.
Misery ! the heart yearns; she ran, she met them and
asked : “Is not my black-browed Ivan with you?” And
they say, “We do not know.’’ And, like Muscovites
always, they joke and laugh. “See the woman, what
deceive!” Katerina
ours are like ; how they cannot
looked at them, “Ye, too, I see, are men!
Do not
weep, my son, my woe; what will come, will come. I
will go on, the further part I have gone. Perhaps I
shall meet him. I will give thee to him and perish
myself.’’
The snowdrift roars and sighs and runs along the
field. Katrya stands in the middle of the field and gives
freedom to her tears. The storm tired and grew calm.
Katerina would still cry, but she has n o more tears. She
looked at the child : laved with the tear, it became rosy
as a flower in the morning under the dew. Katerina
smiled, heavily she smiled: round her heart, like a

snake, a black thought crept. She looked round
silently; she sees the wood is black, and under the
wood at the roadside there seems to be a hut. “Let
us go, my son, it is growing dark, if they will let u s
enter the hut-if
they will not let us in we will sleep
outside. At the doorside we will pass the night. Ivan,
my son, where- wilt thou sleep when I a m not here.
My son, love the dogs in the court! Dogs are evil,
they will bite thee, but they will not speak and laugh.
T o eat and drink with dogs ! My unhappy head, what
shall I do?”
T h e orphan dog h a s its fortune in the world; an
orphan, it h a s a good word in the world; they beat it
and scold it, they enslave it, but none will ask it of its
mother and laugh. But Ivan they will ask, very soon
they will a s k ; they will not let the child even learn t o
speak. At whom d o the dogs bark-in the street? W h o ,
naked and hungry, sleeps under the wall? W h o walks
with t h e beggar? T h e dark bastard ! His only
fortune-black
brows; but the jealous folk do not let
him bear them.
IV.
I n a ravine beneath the mountains, like old men with
mighty brows, stand the oaks from the time of the
hetmans; in the ravine a dyke, a row of willows, a pond
in slavery beneath the ice; a hole has been cut in it for
water. The morning-flower reddens. Behind the clouds
the sun begins to burn; and the wind would blow. All
is white. Only in the wood there is the roaring.
The storm roars and whistles; it howls in the wood,
like the sea the white field rolls with snow. T h e forester
went out to look a t the wood, but it is so terrible that
he sees nothing. “Oho, I see, what a time ! Let the
wood be; I’ll go into the hut. What’s wrong with the
hundred devils? They’ve made the soldiers walk a s if
they were really busy. Just look how white they are!”
“ W h o , Muscovites? Where are the M u s c o v i t e s ? ”
“ W h a t hast thou? Come to thyself.” ‘‘Where are
the Muscovites, the swans?” “There, look a t them. ”
Katerina ran, nor clad herself. “Surely she may
well remember Muscovy, for in the night she knows
only to call a Muscovite.” Through the tree stumps
and the snow she runs and scarcely breathes. Barefoot
she stood in the middle of the road and wiped her eyes
with her sleeves. And Muscovites come towards her,
mounted, a s one man. “My misery? my woe!” To
them ! But she looks; before them their captain rides.
“Ivan, my love! My dearest h e a r t ! Where hast
thou been so long?” She runs to him, to his stirrups.
H e looks a t her and spurs his horse’s sides. “ W h y
dost thou go away? H a s t thou really forgotten Katerina?
Dost not recognise me? Look, my pigeon, look
a t me. I am thy love, Katerina. W h y dost thou wrest
away the stirrup?” But he hastens his horse a s if he
saw nothing. “Wait, my pigeon; look ! I do not
weep; didst thou not recognise me, I v a n ? My heart,
“Fool, begone ! Take
look ! By God I am Katrusya!”
this mad-woman away!”“My God ! Ivan ! Dost thou
forsake m e ? And thou hast sworn!”“ T a k e h e r away !
W h a t are ye waiting for?” “ W h o m ? T a k e me? And
why, say, my pigeon? To whom wouldst thou give thy
Katrya, who came out t o thee in the garden ; thy Katrya,
who gave thee a s o n ? My father, brother, thou wilt not
forsake me. I will be thy slave. Love another-the
whole world ! I will forget that I loved thee, that from
thee I had a son, and became a despised woman, a
despisedwoman. W h a t shame ! W h y do I perish?
Forsakeme, forget me, but forsake not thy son. Thou
wilt not forsake me, my heart? Do not run from me.
I will bring thee thy son. ” She dropped the stirrup and
ran t o the hut.
She returns. brings him his son;not swaddled, weeping,
the child of her heart. “Here he is ! Look a t him.
Where a r t thou hiding?-He
has gone ! H e is not
here! My son, my son, thy father has disowned thee.
My God ! My child ! Where shall I g o with thee?
Muscovites, pigeons, take him with y o u ; swans, do not
forsake him. H e is orphaned. Take him and give him
to your captain as a son. Take him, for I shall leave

him as his father left him. May misfortune never leave
him ! Thy mother bore thee into the world by sin-grow
up for the laughter of men.” She forsook him on the
road. “Now, stay and seek thy father. I have sought
him already.” She rushed from the road into the wood
like a mad woman, and the child remained. H e weeps,
poor thing. And to the Muscovites it is nought-they
pass by. I t was well, but by ill-luck the forester heard
him.
Katria runs barefoot in the wood, runs and wails;
now she curses her I v a n ; now she weeps; now she
entreats. She runs t o a clearing; she looks round, she
runs into the ravine-mutely
she found herself upon the
middle of the pond. “O God, receive my soul ; and thou
my body!” She jumped into the water. Under the ice
something cracked. Black-browed Katerina found what
she sought. The wind blew over the pond, and there
was left no trace.
I t is not the joyous wind that breaks the oak. I t is
not a heavy woe, that the mother dies. Little children
that have buried their mother a r e not orphans; good
fame is left to them, and her grave remains. Evil folk
will laugh a t the little orphan. H e will cry over the
grave and his heart will rest. But t o this one-to him
what remained in the world whom the father did not
even see and the mother has forsaken? W h a t remained
for the bastard? W h o will s p e a k t o him? H e has
neither family nor cottage, but roads, sand and woe.
T h e face of a lord, black brows;
w h y ? They might
recognise
them. But she did not hide them, she painted
them ; would they might fade !

V.
A minstrel was journeying t o Kiev and sat down t o
rest; his guide carries many bags. T h e little child beside him goes into the s u n ; meantime the old minstrel
sings, ‘‘Jesus.’’Whoever goes, whoever rides, does
not pass b y : one gives the old man bread, another
pence, but the black-browed maidens give farthings
t o the little guide. They look a t h i m ; he is naked and
barefoot. “She gave,” say they, ‘‘brows, but she did
not give happiness.”
Drives on the Kiev road a big berlin, with six horses,
and in the berlin is a lady with a lord and her family.
They halt opposite the beggars; the dust settles. Ivan
runs t o them, for they wave from the windows. T h e
lady gives money t o Ivan and is astonished. T h e lord
looked-and
turned away ! H e recognised, the wretch,
he recognised those eyes, those black b r o w s ; the father
recognised his son, but he will not take him. The lady
asked, what is his name. “Ivan.”
“ H o w sweet!”
T h e berlin started, and the dust covered Ivan.
They counted how much they had got, got up, prayed
ere the rising of the sun, and followed the roadside.

Readers and
SPECULATION continues desultory on the subject of literature
after the war. My own opinion is that the school
known a s realist is dead, together with its party opposition,
the fantastic. But let me discriminate. There are
two kinds of realism : that which works after Nature,
and that which works i n the spirit of Nature; and it is
the first form alone which I believe and hope to be dead.
T h e second, on the contrary, is always living, though
sometimes less and sometimes more. M y hope is to see
this kind of realism flourish a s the other moulders.
***

This true realism, or creation in the spirit of Nature,
is again two-formed. One kind divines the potential
reality, and the other divines the intention. We may
say, I think, that prolific a n d multifarious a s Nature is,
her course is still only one among a thousand possible.
Of all the routes by which man has been reached, was
the actual route taken the only conceivable? There may
have been--and possibly there were-many
other routes
begun and abandoned before the route actual was finally
determined. The first form of imaginative realism has
its sphere here: it divines what Nature could a n she

would: what, in fact, might have been or still may be
(for life is not over yet). And the second form has its
sphere in the world of the actual becoming.
What
Nature not only can, but has a mind to-this is the
material
of the realism of the second order.
***
The pitch is high, but by no means too high for the
dignity
of literature. Nothing is more depressing to a
critic than to witness the ease with which writers of no
creative ability whatever reach by acclamation a “front
rank.”
They have only to copy Nature slavishly to be
greeted
as creative artists. Why, to copy Nature is
one of the easiest things in the world. At least ten
thousand reporters do it daily.
From the front are
pouring every day “realist” descriptions of battle which
no professional “realist” writer could equal. Tolstoy,
Zola, Stephen Crane, all appear to me to be absolutely
beaten at their own game by any casual soldier writing
home to a sympathetic friend. If a description of what
is, of so-called actuality, be the final aim of literature we
ought to flatter ourselves that pretty well anybody can
reach it. ‘There is nothing, then, in the literary
profession to brag about or to call for special respect. Our
novelists only differ from our rank and file by reason
of their greater leisure and lesser experiences.
Literature,
in short, is reduced to nothing of importance.
***
The true realism, on the other hand, raises literature
to a great art again. No mere record of experience,
however novel, here obtains an entrance. Admission is
by divination
not by description.
Compare,
for
instance, the descriptions of battles in Homer and in the
"Mahabharata”
with the descriptions of actuality. The
latter are accurate, but the former are true.
There
never was such a battle as Vyasa described in the
“Mahabharata.”
There probably never will be.
But,
as we read it, we feel that Nature has dreamed it, and
only not actualised it because she had other plans. By
this means, actuality
itself becomes transfigured;
experience is given a solace; and no mere reporting can
accomplish
that. What is the satisfaction in knowing
that such and such a thing occurred? But there is a
satisfaction in knowing that it occurred as a consequence
of a choice among many alternatives ! Freedom is
given back to us. At each moment we stand at a new
cross-roads.
The road Nature takes will be, in course
of time, the actual; the roads she passes will remain
the potential. The more of all of them there are the
richer life has become for LIS.
***
I recall Coleridge’s remarks
on Deborah’s
Song.
“When I read the Song of Deborah,” he said, “I never
think that she is a poet, although I think the song itself
a sublime poem.”
Why is this remark just?
The
answer is to be found in the remark of Aristotle that
“of all works of art, those are the most excellent wherein chance has the least to do.” But for the chance of
her exploit, Deborah would have remained dumb. But
for the chance of their experiences most of our soldiers
at the front would never have written a line of literature.
But for the chance of this or that, the material of our
novelists would never have fallen their way. They are
a5 dependent upon chance as any reporter sent out of
a morning to pick up a “story.” There is no art in
it, no creation; it is simply luck.
***
That, in spite of the multitude of creative artists
among us, there is no creation is evident from this fact :
that, outside a few figures (Sherlock Holmes is the most
notable) not a character in modern fiction has leapt out
of its book. Dickens, on the other hand, seems to have
been a veritable master in Nature’s workshop.
He
seems to have watched Nature at work,, to have acquired
her
trick,
and to have bettered
her instruction.
The London of his day certainly afforded Nature an
opportunity for ingenious creation ; but even Life was
not more inventive than Dickens. At the same time he
is vastly inferior to Shakespeare and the major artists.
It is true he worked in the spirit of Nature, but as her

assistant, not as her prophet and seer. What
Nature
could do and was already doing, Dickens could do as
well as she. But what Nature was still striving to do,
and as yet could not actualise, Shakespeare
did in
imagination in advance of her. Shakespeare,
in short,
created more easily than Nature, while Dickens created
only as easily as Nature. Look at Falstaff, for example.
What approximations
to him Nature has made and,
let us hope, is still making. There was no holding up
the mirror
to Nature
when Shakespeare
created
Falstaff.
Rather it was the holding up of a telescope to
Nature!
Now Dickens never held up a mirror (as our
“realists ” do);nor did he hold up a telescope; but his
mind was a kaleidoscope.
***
Despite his magnitude, however, nobody would place
Falstaff on the same plane as Hamlet.
Hamlet !
Hamlet
! I must walk here with caution lest I be overheard
in another column. Hamlet is nevertheless one of the
permanent figures of the world: neither to be, nor
belonging to the might be. He is neither actual nor potential;
he is neither a character ever to be realised nor a
character ever realisable.
What
is he, then?
A
correspondent,whose remarks have, in fact, provoked these
notes, classes him with three other literary divinations as
“the
moulds
of Nature’s
own mind”-with
Don
Quixote, Don Juan and Faust. These four, says my
correspondent, represent,
not what Nature will create,
has created, or even could have created;
but what
Nature is in herself. The spirit of Nature, if you could
meet it, would be found to be a complex of these four
None of them will ever be realised, for
personalities.
Nature, like every great artist, remains hidden behind
But her private life is to be imagined
her creations.
from her four-fold nature.
R. H. C.
Views
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Reviews

The Will of the People.
ONE last article on this subject, and I have done.
I
have insisted on the obvious facts that the Guild-State is
aristocratic, and that it will therefore be necessary to
cultivate
the aristocratic
virtues. for the very sound
reason that the Guilds advocated by THE NEW AGE are
National Guilds, and imply the existence and maintenance
of the Nation, as a condition of their being. The
assumption that the Nation must look after itself, that
all that matters is that the working-classes should do as
they like with industry, is precisely the assumption that
I am contesting. The Guilds must care for the economic
interests
of the Nation,
if we are not all to be
reduced to that most primitive organisation
of society
known as democracy; and for this reason, we cannot
tolerate any too literal rendering of the phrase, “the
sovereignty of the whole mass of the workers.”
It is
here that we touch on the fundamental inconsistency
between democracy and Socialism; and Professor Dicey
has said : “We must assume, we must indeed hope, that
the Socialists of England will accept the profoundly true
dictum of Tarde that ‘a Socialist party can, but a
working-man’sparty cannot, be in the great current of
progress.’For a party of Socialists may aim at the benefit
of the whole State, a labour party seeks the benefit of a
class.”
THE NEW AGE has consistently criticised the
Labour Party for not admitting to its ranks the members
of any class other than its own; and I am simply extending
that criticism to any proposed constitution of a Guild
that does not consider the interests of any class but
that of the manual and clerical workers.
There is
nothing in modern history of which I have knowledge
that suggests that the working classes, left to themselves, are capable of taking care even of their own
organisation, to say nothing of the Nation ; such a passage
as this, taken from Mr. J. A. Hobson’s “Work and
Wealth,”
should curb any undue optimism concerning
the working classes taken by themselves.
“Experiments
in the self-governing
workshop
make
it evident
that direct government by the workers in their capacity

of producers is technically worse than government by
the owners of the capital. T h e selection and the
remuneration
of ability of management a r e always found
defective, and the employees a r e often unwilling to
submitto proper discipline, even when they have elected
the persons who shall exercise it.” I am not to be driven
from this point by any speculations concerning the
nature and capacity of the working-classes in some
remote future when they have got rid of everybody but
themselves; I contend that, for the historical reasons
given by me in my article on “Initiative,” the working
classes must be taught the elementary principles of
government, before they can be encouraged in their
exercise.
Taking this view of the situation, I am not, therefore,
driven t o the other extreme of demanding a rigid and
oppressive discipline of the workers. An aristocracy
of the Guild must not be subject to the control of the
workers; but it does not follow that it will t h e r f o r e
ignore the workers. Hume said long a g o : “As force is
always on the side of the governed, the governors have
nothing to support them but opinion. I t is, therefore,
on opinion only that government is founded; and this
maxim extends to the most despotic and most military
governments, as well a s to the most free and most popular.
The Soldan of Egypt, o r the Emperor of Rome,
might drive his harmless subjects, like brute beasts,
but he must,
against their sentiments and inclination;
a t least, have led his mamelukes, or praetorian bands,
like men, by their opinion.” Government, t o be
successful,must accord with the will of the people; but
that is a very different proposition from the one that
the will of the people must govern. In fact, a s everybody knows the manager of a works in the Guild will
commend himself and his management to the workers
by ever:; m e a n s possible to h i m ; to do otherwise would
soon set the workers by the ears, a result which would
soon be manifest in quantity or quality of production,
and bring the manager before his superiors t o explain
his incompetence and be instructed t o remedy it. Nor
need it be supposed that the workers will have n o appeal
from the authority of the manager; a large and
complicated
body like a Guild will, of necessity, develop
some body for hearing and remedying complaints; and
if that body is judicial in constitution, procedure and
powers, so much the better. T h e Guild cannot remain
an organic structure if vexatious and frivolous
complaints
are
encouraged.
The “will of the people” must be considered; but,
because it is a fact that the will of the people has no
immediate existence, it must be called into being by
those capable of expressing it. I t may be granted that
the working classes know more of industry than they
know of politics; but it does not therefore follow that
their judgment of men is any better in the one case than
in the other, or that they can use the machinery of
election
more effectively in industry than they can in politics.
W h a t Bagehot wrote in 1872 is not without application
t o this c a s e : “Thecommon ordinary mind is
quite unfit t o fix for itself what political
questionit shall attend t o ; it is as much as i t
can do decently to judge of the questions which
drift down to it, and are brought before i t ; it almost
never settles its topics; it can only decide the issues of
those topics.” Commit the hierarchy of the Guilds t o
the principle of election alone, and the determination of
the topics concerning which the will of the people should
be expressed becomes practically impossible. However
it may be in theory, election, in fact, turns on all sorts
of extraneous questions; and the will of the people is so
badly expressed by the method that Governments,
particularlyrecent ones, find themselves compelled t o d o
many things that were not contemplated a t the time of
election, which are none the less expressive of the will
of the people. T h e whole art of good government is
summed up not in election, but in that fantastic supposition
of M. Faguet of the citizens saying to the government:
“I have a will, and that will is that you have a
will and that you know what you will.”

I n the case of the Guilds, this supposition should be
more easily realised; for the whole purport of the rebellion of the workers is that they are being exploited
for the private profit of the employer, and not for the
good of the nation. T h e will of the people, if the spread
of Socialistic ideas is any indication of it, is that their
labour shall not be exploited for private profit. That
they should, in their first enthusiasm for a new future,
go to a n extreme, proclaim equality of all men, and declare, like Mirabeau : “There should be n o classes in a
State but beggars, robbers, and the salaried” : is only
natural. But I insist o n the fact that the will of the
people that they shall not be exploited for private
profit has not found a practical expression; and I contend that if it is to find a practical expression, it will not
be by attempts to form what Bagehot called “a poor
man’s paradise as poor men are apt t o fancy that Paradise, and as they are apt to think they can create it.”
Feeling oppressed, it is natural that they should want
t o relieve the pressure from “the top” by abolishing the
top ; but that only means the transference of the problem
of government from their superiors to themselves. To
be successful, government o f any kind (even selfgovernment of the workers) needs some principle of permanence; and that principle is not, i n my opinion, to be
found in the doctrine of equality, which is a lie, nor in
elective hierarchy, which subjects management t o the
whims of popular opinion, but in the principle of hereditary status modified by promotion. T h e will of t h e
people should be for “the best,” but the determination
of what is “the best” is, in my opinion, only possible.
by “the best.” W h e n “ t h e best” becomes a term of
reproach, we are far indeed from any solution of our
difficulties.
A. E. R.

More War Books.
IF a bull be permitted, the Oxford Pamphlets are the
best W a r Books we have had. They are written,
generally
speaking, in a detached, scholarly, and impartial
way, a s if the writers fully realised that scholarship,
science, and learning are permanent, and wars
temporary. Ushered into the world without the blare of
vulgar advertising, these little pamphlets a r e understood t o have had a very large sale in all parts of the
world. They are, indeed, a n unwitting tribute to the
attitude of the English governing classes of the best
type; for their authors, without in t h e least appearing t o
do so, convey the impression that they a r e gentlemen of
the world remonstrating with noisy scoundrels. I t is all
done persuasively, tactfully, often with suave irony.
These remarks do not apply t o the one or two striking
exceptions, the products of intellectuaI outsidersnotably, a s I need hardly add for readers of the series,
the pamphlet on Nietzsche by Mr. William Archer.
The Value of Small States. By H. A . L. Fisher,
F.B.A., Vice-Chancellor of the University of Sheffield.
(Oxford. 2d.)
Mr. Fisher has the merit of presenting the case for
small States without sentimentality.
T h e average
mediocre writer would have laid fulsome emphasis on
the “democracies” of the ancient world, which were no
more “democracies” in the modern sense of the expression
than Germany is to-day. Instead, he recognises
the much-less-known fact that real examples of
democracy
aret o be found in the modern Balkan States. H e
is historically right, too, a s well as psychologically right,
in attributing the German contempt for small States t o
the late arrival of Germany into t h e ranks of Great
Powers. This, as Mr. Fisher points out, was due to the
long-continued
German
small-State
system
(Kleinstaaterai),
which persisted even after the W a r of
Liberation
1813.
in
History as read by the Germans naturally
indicated a strong State-system as the first essential
of freedom from the attacks of foreign countries :
The humiliation suffered by Germany at the hands of
Napoleon, the glory of the war of liberation, which may
be called the first common act of the German people, the

fatal relapse into the old system of loose impotent federation,
and, finally, the foundation of the German Empire
under Prussian hegemony-these
sharply contrasted
periods of national history all point to the same lesson,
the para lysis bred of disunion and the power generated
by unity. . . And we can easily see how Germans, realising
the evils of past disunion, and exercising that
tendencyto generalise which is inveterate in the Teutonic
intelligence, came to the conclusion that the happiness
and advance of mankind are bound up in the expansion
of great States and in the disappearance of small ones.
Having summed up the teaching o f Stewart
Chamberlain
and the German distortions of Gobineau, Mr.
Fisher speaks of the advantages to be derived from
small States a s buffers-a point of view, it must be
admitted,which diplomatists do not consider sufficiently
often. Switzerland serves a good purpose now; and if
the “middle kingdom of Lotharingia” or Poland had
remained intact we might well have had very much less
European unpleasantness.
Our author recognises the
limits of arbitration, but adds : “Arbitration cannot
banish war, but it can diminish the accumulation of
minor grievances which, if untended, are apt to create
that inflamed state of public opinion out of which wars
easily arise; and in the case of larger disputes arbitration
has a t least the advantage of gaining time.” It is
not until the more practical difficulties have been dealt
with that Mr. Fisher turns to abstractions and shows
that civic and other virtues can be practised at least as
well in small States a s in large.
Where the German method of governing has most
obviously failed, of course, is in the administration of
small countries which have had the misfortune to come
under German rule. I t is in this very respect that
England has shown to the best advantage; for, whatever the mistakes we have made over India and our
other possessions, they are nothing as compared with
what the subject races would have had to tolerate
at the hands of Prussian administrators. The one
exception, as Mr. Fisher acknowledges, is Ireland; but
here we have learnt to lament the deficiencies of our
forbears, which no German would ever learn in such
a connection. Writing on this point Mr. Fisher says :
S o historical State can be driven out of its identity
without suffering a moral impoverishment in the process.
The evil is not only apparent in the embitterment and
lowering of the citizens of the conquered community,
whether they are compelled to the agonies of a Polish
dispersion, or linger on nursing their rights and wounded
pride in the scene of their former independence, but it
creates a problem for the conqueror which may very well
harden and brutalise his whole outlook on policy. It is
never good for a nation to be driven to the employment
of harsh measures against any portion of its subjects.
I t might be added that this latter remark applies not
only to subject races or nations, but to the classes within a nation. The Clyde engineers, the railwaymen all
over the country, and the Liverpool dockers would
heartily echo the sentiment Mr. Fisher has expressed.
On this point there is an instructive paragraph a little
further on :
It is no idle fancy to suppose that the kind of policy
which the Prussian Government has thought fit to adopt
towards the alien nationalities of the German Empire has
reacted upon its treatment of those German parties
whose views do not accord with the strict official convention.
No Conservative English statesman would ever
dream of denouncing English Socialists as Prince von
Buelow denounces the Social Democrats of Germany. But,
then, no English statesman, Liberal or Conservative,
would dream of treating any portion of the British
Empire
as Prince von Buelow treated the German Poles.
In going on to treat of the Balkan democracies, Mr.
Fisher does not make a point which he might have
made. We may talk a s we like about the influence of
large States on small; but there is a reverse influence
of no little power in the Balkans, the influence of small
States on large, or a t any rate on one large State. The
The real,
instance I have in mind is Pan-Slavism.
pushing, aggressive Pan-Slavs are not to be found in
Russia, though there is a Pan-Slav movement there;
it is rather to be found in the small Balkan States for

the integrity of which, incidentally, this country is now
fighting. If anybody wishes to see an example of the
tail wagging the dog, let him consider the influence of
the Pan-Serbs on Russia and on the Russian
Government.
I must quote Mr. Fisher’s concluding words;
There is no virtue, public or private, which cannot be
practised as fully in a small and weak State as under the
sceptre of the most formidable tyrant who ever drove
fifty army corps of conscripts to the slaughter. . . . The
great danger of Continental Europe is not revolution but
servitude. This war could never have been possible if
the intellect of Germany had been really free, if a servile
Press supported by a system of State universities had not
instilled into the vast mass of the German people ruthless
maxims of Caesarism, for the most part repugnant to
their real temperament and nature. . . . Whatever may be
their several shortcomings, the smaller States of Europe
are not among the despots.
Here, at least, men may
think what they please and write what they think. Whenever the small States may come up for judgment the
advocate of human freedom will plead on their behalf.

All for Germany:

OR, THE WORLD’SRESPECT
WELL
Being a Dialogue, in the satyrick manner,
between Dr. Pangloss and M. Candide. Anonymous.
(Oxford. 2d.)
This rather loses its effect because the title makes
one think of Congreve and Voltaire, and even an
Oxford
Pamphlet would suffer in the comparison. But it
is well done, nevertheless. One would like to meet
the writer or writers of a few things in its pages. For
instance :
Cobden . . . wedded Free Trade to cosmopolitanism and
pacificism. He buttressed the cause of internationalism
with money-bags. Your Englishman talks of the comity
of nations and the public law (whatever that may be) of
Europe; but his eyes are on the till. He is a good
internationalist,
because Free Trade is a paying proposition,
and because Free Trade flourishes best through the
harmonious
exchange of the one-sided products of one-legged
nations, each specialising, to the destruction of its own
full life, on its own peculiar “department.”
Dissent has been the Antigone of English history; it
has been always challenging the Creons of the State, and
opposing to their decrees the steadfast rights of the
chapel.
Dissent has influenced English practice and
theory more than England knows. Ithasmade resistance
to the State a familiar idea. . . Dissent has always
vindicated the man versus the State. That is the song
of the English; and Herbert Spencer, who sang it in a
work not unknown in Bengal, was bred in dissent.
Dissent makes your Englishman want to feel good;
political economy makes him want t o get rich. He is
clever enough to satisfy both wants a t one and the same
time. With one eye on heaven, he pleads the noble
moral cause of Belgium ; with the other eye on his ledger,
he proclaims the war against German trade. With both
eyes on the main chance, he fills his pockets.

LOST.

Christ o r Kaiser? By Paul Tyner. (Victory Publishing
Co., Strand. 3d. net.)
Another
There is a Yankee flavour about this.
pamphlet by the same author in the same series is
entitled: “Buck up and get in line !” which reminds one of
the late Mr. Keary’s “Get On or Get Out.’’ The great
aim of the series, we are told, “is to bring the robust
thought of the wholesome, optimistic philosophy of the
age to the aid of practical people for the inspiration and
betterment of everyday life, love, and labour. . . . The
author will be glad to have every reader of this appeal
who decides to act upon it communicate the fact with
particulars by postal card or letter addressed,” etc. An
Englishman would have written : “The author will be
glad if every reader will,” etc., and he would have
written postcard, not postal card, which is rank United
States. But I forget the pamphlet. Here’s a bit of it :
“German triumph in this war is simply unthinkable. It
would mean nothing less than the subjugation and
enslavement
ofhumanity. Such enslavement to a military
despotism would involve enslavement to the baser
passions and lusts of humanity crowned in Nietzsche’s
Superman..” That is rather rich. Mr. Tyner, as he
would probably say himself, is “some” psychologist.
N o doubt he got his ideas of Nietzsche from Mr.
Archer. Why not? Thirty-two pages of this stuff.

Pastiche.
ON THE DEATH O F A DESTROYER.
FRIEDRICH

NIETZSCHE,

XXV AUGUST, MCM.

From the Italian of Gabriele D’Annunzio.
BY HERMAN
SCHEFFAUER.
Unto the heart of man he spake :
“When
thou, O deepest one, art glowingLike to a mighty river flowing,
Bearing its shores both boon and perilThou living one, thou never sterile !
’Tis then thy potent virtues wake.”
He spake : “Where ultimate deserts brood,
My longing, my desire
With tears, with laughter ringing,
With dancing and with singing,
Emblazons as with fire
Its joyful mood.
And on the mountains eternal
Was born my wisdom supernal,
’Stablished there in that vastness,
Virginal and alone.
In the moontide, glowing, diurnal,
In the white mountain fastness,
On the summit, the highest one,
My savage wisdom, strange and wild,
Greatened with child,
And on the rough and arid stone
Brought forth her youngest son.”
He spake : “Where ultimate deserts brood
Over the sand-heaps fallow
In solitude,
Where the sun like a maniac sallow
Raves in the silences burningThither my soul returning,
Lusts for the light as a lion
Lusts for his prey and his capture.
There do I find my rapture,
I that am godless and nameless,
I that am shameless.
With the will of a lion,
With the hunger of a lion
By famine and thirst unbroken,
Forever the lord and the scion
Of the infinite world and the waste,
With power secret and tameless,
For utterly nameless
The joy and the pain I taste,
The famine, the thirsty fever,
The longings that cannot be spoken
That bind my soul forever.”
He spake : “In the fountains poison,
In the fires of life a stench,
A stench that crawls and springs,
Foul dreams that sickness cloys on,
And worms in the bread of foisonWhat need of all these things?
Not mine with suppliant knees
To beg of unseen givers,
A s day by day their dole of hours
Some beg with piteous pleas ;Of my disgust of these
Sprang forth my pinions and powers!
I scented hidden sources creeping
Of solitary rivers.
And by the light of star and sun,
From peak to towering peak,
Beyond all good and evil won,
Never resting, never sleeping,
My goal I still would seek.
Seeking, seeking for the dwelling
Of Joy, and on the mountain,
I found it in the welling
Of the waters of the fountainIn the waters whence the song came,
My heart sank, my heart drank,
And thence my mighty summer swelling,
Grew to a flame, a strong flame.
heart wherein this summer gloweth
Sated its thirst that could not cloy
A t the clear water of the pool,
The living water icy-cool,
And now through all my being floweth
An infinite miracle of joy.
This life of mine
Became for me one lofty hope.

“My

Brothers that grope,
Where are ye ?-hither unto me !
Great joys have I stored up for ye.
Too little did your merit ask,
Too lightly were ye satisfied,
But this thirst cannot be denied
Nor filled from babbling runlets up,
Nor where the wayside cisterns wide
O’errun the vessels while the dreamers bask.
Hearken to me, O brothers,
For that I drank where these clear waters shine,
This life of mine
Became as one eternal hope to me.
My thoughts strove on to gaze
By a thousand passes down a thousand ways
To the wide kingdoms of Futurity.
to me with your troubles,
Brethren, O come to me;
I will show you the unknown spring
Out of the young dawn growing,
That so vehemently bubbles,
That in one moment the eager cup
Is empty-is overflowing.
I will teach you to sup!
Come to me all ye stricken,
Arise from your lowly places,
Leave them that decay and sickenI will uplift your faces.

“Come

pleasant will the summer be,
Summer among the peaks,
They, with their icy fountains
In infinite silence fast.
And the eagles immense of the mountains
Will bring in their long curved beaks
Food that we may not perish,
We shall live as the powerful blast,
And the wide kingdoms of Futurity
Our fathomless eyes shall cherish.

“Very

‘‘Bringunto

me
Your never-succumbing passion,
Bring me your thirst that survives,
Your insatiable thirst,
Men whom knowledge and sorrow
Make great, who remould and refashion
Life by your hardy lives,
All ye who durst
Shatter the ashlars of your hoary tomb,
So that tomorrow
Some few might rise again from out their doom,
From darkness to light.
Ye that were rangers
Of ways that are sorest and straitest
I n search of your souls,
Ye that chose battle with strangers
Whose might was the greatest,
As greatest your goals,
And sanctified them i n dangersInexorable destinies !Wherein your lot was castCome to me, come to me
On the ultimate height!
We shall live as the powerful blast,
We shall be faithful to Earth that is,
Faithful to Earth that shall be,
To the Earth of our sons, to the kingdoms
Of Futurity!
He spake : “My work was to fight,
My peace was victory.
My will like a law hung o’er me,
Girdling my head like a glory,
Like a nimbus of gold around me.
In all the labours that bound me,
The thoughts my spirit bore me
Were still my only light.
Where the herd muddies the fountain
To drink I have disdained;
I would not gaze at the skyey spaces
When clouds their crystal stained.
For I knew that afar on the mountain
Thou dwellest, O clearest water,
O sister of the air,
And I knew the lofty places
That he must ascend who sought her,
Ardent and golden there,
Serene and fiery-zoned,
She, Heaven’s shyest daughter,
Liberty, high-enthroned.

“O naked heavens above me!
O jocund deeps beneath !

Well-spring of light, sun-festival !
O cloudless heaven, behold I call
On thee, O thunderless and rainless,
I call on thee with eager breath,
Behold me innocent and stainless !
Purged from the world-taint-I am he,
He that affirmeth, he that blesseth,
He whom the world no more oppresseth.
Long time for this the battle rose;With many weapons, many foes
I fought, that these hands might be free,
Yea, free a t last these hands to bless,
Attaining in the end to thee,
O golden arc of peacefulness,
Above the world. O Liberty!
“I would call blest :

To live enthroned o’er all things mortal,
To live aloof,
Myself my sky’s own portal,
And its spinning roof,
Mine own eternal azure
Of mine eternal peace!
Blessed beyond measure
He that thus blesseth :
Since the unending sources
Of all Earth’s forces
Are as the fonts baptismal
Of Eternity,
Beyond good, beyond evil,
And good and evil abysmal
And airy shadows unstable;
Since over all things
The laughing heaven
Vaults and sings,
The mysterious heavens coeval
Of the destinies;
Since to him, thy truest lover,
O Eternity!
Thou dost discover
The Earth as the gods’ great table
For god-like dramas they have wrought for thee“

Therefore, since I am he,
Who loves thee, he the only rover,
O Eternity,
He that did shape himself in everything
An image of thine own eternal round,
He that doth sigh to thee,
And beggeth for the marriage-ring
Of the Recurrence
And of the years to be,
Time without bound.
He that doth cry to thee
Of his desire profound,
And of the holy hour that is setBe thou reminded,
EternitySo that with thee
Children he may beget;
He that was blinded
By the wild puissance of thy solar blaze
Against whose face
His steadfast gaze
Was hurled,
He who found there a t last
A smile as vast
As the auroral lightnings
That gleam creatively across the worldHe loveth thy embrace,
Thy deep embraces-O,
This is he, Eternity, that loved thee so.”
Thus the Ascetic spake,
Spake these great words :
He that did mightily hound
His life to its mighty bound,
Did silence break,Over the bondsmen herds,
Over the multitude dead,
He who for long years wandering
Toiled through the labyrinthine ways,
Through all the tangled paths that led
From century-haunted error’s maze,
And let the great doors open swing,
The ancient doors of radiant life.
He spake : “I teach the heart of man
A will not like the old wills are.”
He spake : “I teach no neighbour love,

But love remote, the love of peaks,
The distant love, set high above.
Let man defend his law by strife,
And be the law he seeks,
The end and purpose of his plan,
Let man be his own star!”
I n the miasmic breath of man
He suffocated, he suffocated
In the foul reek of the beasts
That were sick, that were not stark,
He went wandering, wandering, wandering,
Hostile and dark,
Through airs that the hurricanes freighted,
He rivalled the lightning and thundering,
Drunk with his fights as with feasts,
Bright with his virtue crystalline,
Majestic in his pondering.
Between the weary and the broken dreams
Of a thousand thousand dreamers.
And thus he spake : “This soul of thine,
Thy courage-let their gleams
Light thy death-agony
Even as sunset-torches give the Earth to flame,
Such death be mine.
So that because I came
Thy love for Earth shall greaten, O my brother,
I would pass thus
With such fires luminous,
Back to the bosom of the great Earth-Mother.”
Alas, that Destiny
Whom in all things he still would follow
With a galliard love and a free,
Granted him not his life
To yield in the strife!
Upright to die, to rally
For the last sally,
Spanning the bow,
The heavy, the shining,
Whence the last shaft, humming and whining,
Dartles and hisses,The ponderous bow of Ulysses
With the sinew that thrills
As thrilleth the joy-bringing swallow,The bow that but one man wills
To bend ’gainst the hordes that flow
The hordes that gather and wallow
Innumerably below.
Ah, that dark-hooded Fate
With her terrible sabre
Had not o’erthrown him with pitiless hand
I n the midst of his labour !
So changeless down the shadowed way he went
Immovable and without speech and hollow
As a crater spent.
Then as with water formless
The hollow craters refill,
The craters silent and stormless
Forgetful of battle-fires,
So did an equal substance never still
Flow in the place of flame,
I n the unending shadow still the same,
And in the unending peace that never tires,
Where laws of Being and the Great Recurrence,
Hide themselves and are dim and are not seen,
Where all the forms of Being and of Strife
Flow into mystery ineffable,
And Life is death thereby and Death is Life.
O Truth, new-crowned with green
Garlanded oak-leaves, sing of what has been,
Sing to me of his life and of his death,
Sing to me with some antique Lyre’s breath,
Sing for the later sons of the Hellene
This grand Barbarian, he
Alone of mortals
Who praised the old gods to their height serene
Over the vasty portals
Of Futurity!

I am a Greek,
I too will sing of himSon of the ancients-with a potent song,
For that I spake when as I heard him speak,
His loneliness was even like to mine,
My misery like to his misery.
For that I said : “This man is kin to me,
This stranger, this Barbarian hard and strong,
Who drank deep bowls of fierce Campanian wine,

And, drunk with freedom and with mastery,
Drove through the sounding sea
All hungry for the peaks
Where men with gods walked in the airs divine
And both were Greeks.
This is my brother;
We greeted the triremes red
In the waters of SalamisShe of all doves the motherWe bore a wreath for the dead
To the tombs of Marathon
And laid that wreath thereon.”
“O Life,” I spake again,
“ H e does not know of this,
That on the sonorous shores
Even yet a son there isOne of the flowering race.
In every dawn that soars
I am born again in my place.
I know how men should drink, O Life!
Who in the world of men
Hath loved thee with fiercer zest ?
Who from thy battle strife
Hath carried wounds as broad?
Who with a finer-tempered sword
Struck wounds upon thy foeman’s breast ?
Who hath enjoyed thee still as one
Foredoomed to bid farewell to thee?
Ah, with his beating thyrses,
Have my desiring moods,
O Life, pursued thee.
Thou that a thousand shapes doth seize
A thousandfold to elude me
Like a red Thyas of the Thyades
In densest woodsAh, all his beating thyrses!

‘‘I am reborn, and every dawn rehearses
My first awakening,
It is as the well-spring,
The sudden birth of light :
Astounded mine eyes awaken,
And the Earth from night.
He knoweth not how innocent
O life, are these mine eyes,
When they behold the skies,
The venerable firmament
In purity unshaken.
Nor yet he knoweth
How like a mighty stream my heart o’erfloweth,
What can he teach me more, O Life?
I know how to dance o’er abysses,
I know the way of laughter
In the face of Peril and her iron kisses,
And when the avalanches rattle
To force my austere strife.
I know with beak and claw to battle,
I know how to slay,
And how to weave coronals after
The end of the fray.”
Yet did I recognise
His thought’s fraternity,
Even as the mariner yearning
For the gardens of Italy,
Knows their sweet fragrance on the breezes burning,
The land-breeze blowing to the sea.
Thy sun, yea, Italy, thy sun,
Stained brown his brow that was so wise,
Ripened the potent wisdom he had won,
His wisdom strong, Piaerian,
And turned the iron of his darts to gold.
He the Barbarian
Pilgrim, beneath thy heavens halcyon,
Learned the swift chorus
Out of thy scented forests breathed sonorous,
And from thy vineyards old,
He drank the spicy and ambrosial wine,
He seized the honey from thy heavy comb,
The roses from thy rosy bowers,
Where among doves and honey-bees they twine,
His feet grew light to roam
On meadows paved with violet-flowers.
The adamantine calm
That bends o’er glaciers in their solitude,
That arches Alps remote and solitary,
Unto his rage was balm,
And the sheer cliffs that never vary,
Stretching like sphinxes flower-crowned

Into the Sea Ligurian,
Revealed their riddles to this man.
Like a new Hermes
With no caduceous serpent-wound,
He bore the Dionysian child
Throned on his shoulder to the vasty Thermes
That Carracalla piled.
Up to the Forum, to the Colosseum
In the Ephesian fane like Herakles,
He brooded on the thoughts that bound him
By the golden halo of San Marco
I n the shadow of the seas,
And all the winds of summer round him
I n the meridian glow swelled up his sails,
Midway between Cumae and Sorrento
I n the gulf where Vesuvius glows and pales.
Hither, O mournful shade
Of Greek Antigone,
Hither, O deep-souled maid
That in the blindest night
Didst not forsake him.
O sister bring with thee
The corpse of the hero dead,
And we shall take him
Unto the gulf that curveth like a crescent
Vast as the bow whence he sped
His arrows sublime and incessant.
We shall build him a tomb,
A high tomb time-defying,
Reared on the cliffs upstanding
Where their black bastions loomYea, where the cliffs are steepest
And the hidden caverns are deepest,
Where the seas, repeating and sighing,
Sound an eternal replying
To an eternal demanding.
There the wild olive wreathing
A crown for him we shall twine,
And in midst of the torches burning,
As to an altar turning,
Pour the libation wine.
And chant him in choral numbers,
That pulse to the surges’ breathing,
And sing of him thus : “Here slumbers
On Italy’s shore divine
By our sea of the Sirens sleeping,
Before the Cumaean harbour sweeping,
Here where Venus’ son and Troy’s,
Great Aeneas, bore in keeping
The Trojan penates, the Fate of Rome,
Here where he landed and came home,
Here let him sleep
I n face of the fire that destroys,
The fire that creates,
Upleaping from the breast of Earth,
And guarded by the ancient Fates,
The daughters of the old Night, who keep
Ward over Death and over Birth.
O son of the race Hellene,
Here sleepeth quietly,
His anger stilled
After the ceaseless strife
Wherewith his life
Unrestingly was filled,
This grand Barbarian, he
Alone of mortals
Who raised the old gods to their height serene
Over the vasty portals
Of Futurity.’’

TO NIETZSCHE.
Fire from the lightning of his thought doth smite
The universe to chaos; and his soul
Fashions the superman, majestic, whole,
Fashions a universe of glorious might.
Unstained by ignorance, that awful blight,
Where vaster spheres of thought from pole to pole
Stretch endless, and from out the vast there roll
Clear voices of the dawn, serene and bright.
The myriad, poor, weak wage-slaves of the earth
Into eternal nothingness are cast ;
Nature doth speak this day with living breath,
In the great superman, the first, the last.
For him have all things striven, all life, all death;
All things have striven for this transcendent birth.
A. J. WILLETS.

LETTERS TO THE

Current Cant.
‘‘Pity,

liberty, and reason.”-“

Daily

“I congratulate
the ‘Times’
on
principles.”
-ROBERT BLATCHFORD.
‘‘Peace

without mercy.”-“

‘‘The ‘Daily Chronicle,’
-“Daily
Citizen.”
“Cheerful
thrills
Hepworth
Films.

at

John

its

Express.”
Socialistic

Bull.”

the great national newspaper.”
one

farthing

per thrill.”-

“The disciple of Christ is to be an expert merchant in
the commodity of time.”-REV. J. H. JOWETT, D.D.
‘‘Liberty is a very fine thing,
typhoid is liberty gone mad.”-“

but liberty
Globe.”

to die

of

“The
‘Times’ has taken a fine and firm stand, and
has given the nation independent and faithful advice.”“ British Weekly.”
‘‘The German man regards his womankind, whether
it be his wife, mother, or sister, with
the utmost
contempt.”--JOAN
HAY.
“The wise woman will tell your soldier-boy’s character
free.”-‘‘Home
Notes. ”
“The British soldier is about to be made into crows’
meat in order that England may hold her race meetings.”
-ARNOLD WHITE.
“On Sunday will be published the first number of an
entirely new kind of paper, a Sunday picture paper. Mr.
Arnold Bennett is contributing,
so is Austin Harrison,
the brilliant editor.”--“ Daily Mail.”
“Great men who suffered from nerves. Balzac, Flaubert,
and Tchaikovsky
. . . these sorely tried men would
doubtlessly
have escaped their
nerve sufferings
if
Sanatogenhad been within their reach.”--“ T. P.’s Weekly.”
“At
the Hippodrome,
before any physically
welldeveloped young man is engaged, he is asked pointblank why he does not join the Army.”-“ Weekly
Dispatch.’’
“The temper of
SHAKESPEARE, M.A.

our

age

is social.”-REV.

J.

D.

“Mr. Arnold Bennett is one of the most contented
and peaceful authors I know . . . he has a heaven-sent
faculty of writing that no amount of training could
produce.”
--“Daily Mirror.”
“In order to relieve my mind from the stress of the
war, which has halved my income and doubled my
expenses, I have been reading fairly tales.”-GEORGE R.
SIMS.
“A Labour member, in the course of a debate, hoped
that the Government, in taking control of the firms,
would show more energy and speed in reconciling
differences
as
they
arose. We can read in this an expectation
that the Government
will ‘reconcile’ the insatiable
malcontents by conceding every demand which may arise
and possibly sympathise with the men who make so
much money in four days that they need the rest of the
week to get rid of their earnings in drink and
wastefulness."
-‘‘Referee.”
‘‘Great
“In the
Suffragist,
‘‘ Vanoc.”

dearth

of

spy business
though
not

lady

secretaries.”-“Everyman.”

I am a feminist, a militant
against
the little people.”-

“What is the difference between an Egyptian camel
and a Clyde striker? An Egyptian camel can work six
days without drinking, and a Clyde striker can drink
six days without working.”-“Town
Topics.”

EDITOR.

CAPITALISMAND THE WAR.
Sir,-You say in your “Notes of the Week” that the old
Socialist contention that Capitalism’s Wars are due to
Capitalism has been exploded as an error by the present
war.
You say this on Thursday ; on Monday of the same week
the chief exponent of modern British Capitalism-the
London
“Times”-assures
us that “even if Germany had
scrupulously respected the rights of her small neighbours,
our honour [the honour of the Capitalist dominator] and
our interest [?] must have compelled us to fight her.”
And “why did we guarantee the neutrality of Belgium?
For an imperious reason of self-interest,” and so on, and
so on. There seems very little doubt in the mind of the
Editor of the “Times” of the extreme accuracy of our
old Socialist contention.
Oh, no, Sir, the great dominating owning class, that
has plunged the English worker into this hellish war,
never fights from motives tainted with the mildest form of
Idealism; that class is the brutal materialist, pure and
simple; it makes and breaks its treaties from the same
self-interest and it shoots down starving strikers in its
own land with extremely patriotic, idealistic and humanitarian
intentions.
Worse than this, it waves its flag and calls into line
many a thousand of International National Socialists, who
have hitherto stoutly declared that the nefarious capitalist
finger was in every human pie, souring the contents.
Many of the most determined Socialist opponents of the
modern Capitalist Executive become the most blatant of
Nationalists immediately their old Capitalist enemy starts
waving the national bunting and blasting the military
bugle.
The Hyndmans and Baxes of the “Great
International”become the Capitalists’ henchmen and cheer on
their comrades to hideous slaughter. You must excuse
them : their “Internationalism”
is a thing only for
Conferences-a thing of wind and of no reality. They can
misrepresent the proved contention of the great Marxthe world’s greatest Idealist-with as much facility as they
can adjure Socialists of the different countries to butcher
each other; at one time the workers have no country and
no liberty, and at another, on the signal from the great
owning class, the worker and his natural enemy become a
Nation United-for the preservation of the worker’s nonexistent country and liberty !
The English Capitalist is now engineering a fearful war
against his most deadly danger-the
superior economic
efficiency of his great German industrial rival-and the
Editor of THE NEW AGE says this is not a capitalist war.
Hyndman and Bax are dragged in in support and Marx is
misrepresented.
“Oh, Liberty !
What crimes are
I,. B. WARDEN.
committedin thy name!”
***
CONTRACTORSAND WAR PROFITS.
Sir,-A few weeks ago I read in a Swiss paper an
account of the trial of a German Army contractor, who was
fined 20,000 marks-practically 1,000-and
sentenced to
hard labour for eighteen months, in consequence of
supplying unhealthy food to the German Army. How
different from England !
I have also just read in the “Times” of the 8th inst.,
the following paragraph on German law and war profits :
“A Bill to impose a special tax on the profits of manufacturers of war material is before the German Reichstag.
The tax is to be retrospective, and will take the form of
a certain percentage of the profits since the war.
The
Tax Commissioners are already getting returns from all
the firms which have been supplying the Army and Navy
since August.”
If it was ever wise to take a lesson from an enemy,
surely here is an instance.
O’DONNELLOF O’DONNELL.
***
LABOUR AT LIVERPOOL.
Sir,-Although
the Clyde strike occupied national
attention, and is to be examined especially as the eyes of
the friends and foes of capitalism were fixed anxiously
upon it, I may be excused for saying that there was a
simple and clear symptom of our industrial troubles that
has been generally ignored. The case I wish to mention
was scarcely heard of outside its locality as the strikers
were few and unskilled. It was not the less important,
however, for the vigour of the present attack upon trade
unionism is extremely patent in this affair. I refer to the
strike of coal-heavers at Liverpool. The simple facts were
that the employers and the union officials wanted to
change the system for paying wages, and the employers

offered with this change an advance in wages of 6s. per
week. The coal-heavers refused to accept the 6s. rise (the
newspapers called this the “peculiar position,” as they
really cannot understand a human being refusing money),
and the men wished to retain their daily “subs.” The
newspapers and their turnip-headed scarecrow of a public
seemed to think that the word “subs” was Chaldaic for
“beer,” “thriftlessness,” and “incompetent house-keeping,”
but the men understood what method of payment
had suited their particular occupation for nearly fifty
years; they knew also that business would not always be
so brisk at the Liverpool docks as it is to-day, and that
when they are to be employed regularly at slack times
they will not want to wait penniless until the paying-off
day at the clearing-house, that novel institution which
very few of them love. But the substance of their opinion
was that the manner of payment should not be all the
employers’ game and that they ought to have been
consulted
about this alteration of a satisfactory custom. The
men struck work and would not have the pill with its six
shillings’ worth of sugar-coating.
The union officials, who appear to be a select society for
the promotion of clearing-houses, tally systems and other
inventions for the smooth running of capitalism, refused
to back up the men, and went so far as to denounce the
strike; but that’s nothing new. The Admiralty sent down
naval coal-heavers and Mr. T. P. O’Connor came along
with his blarney. The fascinating “T. P.,” after preaching
about the Common Cause, etc., explained to the
strikers that they could resume work and open out the
question after the war, demanding at such time their just
‘‘subs.”
The men, deafened by the newspapers, charmed
by “T.P.,” and frightened by the Admiralty, went back
to work. We can imagine the scene after the war if they
dare to strike on the then obsolete question of “subs.”
The new system of payment which the bosses evidently
value at 6s. per man per week will have been well settled
by time, and an “aggressive
strike upsetting the whole
commerce of the city over such a littlematter’’ will necessitate
another visit of a politician to seduce them again.
By the manner the cant of “temporary settlement” is used
to-day we might almost think Capitalism had no history.
May I note, Sir, that the leaders of this union are most
probably readers of the “Daily Citizen” and not of THE
NEW AGE, but that whilst on a tramcar I overheard a
conversation of some of the strikers. “It’sstraight, Bill,”
said one, who was not tidy enough to be a labour leader.
“We know what we’re out for. They’ve got the Union’s
back against the wall, and they’re doing their very best
JOHN DUNCAN.
to knock ’em down and out.”

*

*

*

THE WAR DEPARTMENT AND RECRUITING.

Sir,-Very remarkable reports have been circulating for
some time past concerning the activity of the War
Departmentin bringing pressure upon officials of other
Departments of State, who are men of military age, to
compel them to join the Officers’ Training Corps. I t is
supposed that the motive of the Government in authorising
this procedure is a desire to effect economies. in other
Departments than the War Office, by reducing the staff of
inspectors of various kinds who are entrusted with the
duty of safeguarding the social welfare of the community.
The threat being used is that the Government will suspend
the clauses in the various Acts relating to the employment
of inspectors, so that the latter can be “released” for
military service.
This proceeding is one of the most odious forms of
indirect compulsion that the misplaced ingenuity of Lord
Kitchener and his officials has yet produced. I hope that
these methods will be resisted by those concerned by
every means in their power, and that they will receive
the support of their colleagues and the public.
It is time, too, that some protest was made against the
recruiting appeal to “The Women of Britain” to bring
pressure upon their menfolk to enlist. The circumstances
of this war are so hateful that the only consolation is that
in Britain, anyhow, voluntary service is still in force;
but, if this sort of moral suasion is to be resorted to, i t is
clear that voluntary service is a threadbare cloak for a
detestable form of conscription. The Government should
he asked to disclose the name of the official responsible
N.
for drafting these recruiting “appeals.”
***

PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.

Sir,-I am at present quartered in Peterborough, famous
for its Cathedral, and notorious-at least, at present-for
its torpedo works. The torpedo works are guarded, but
to-day I noticed on the top of the tower of the Cathedral
H. R. M.
a signalling squad a t work ! ! !

T H E INSURANCE ACT.

Sir,-You
have denounced that product of “German
Kultur,” the National Insurance Act, but I doubt whether
you ever thought that the “Act” would stupefy the
intellectof the working man to the extent disclosed in the
monthly journal of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers
for February. The said “Journal” contains suggestions
for alteration of rules. Now, one- of these is worded in
this fashion, “Auditors shall have been members of the
society for two years, and must also be members of the
all
approved section of this society.” “Note.-That
officersof this society must be members of the approved
section.”-This, Sir, to me, means that a large percentage
of eligible men are to be excluded from taking any active
part in the movement. The thumb-screw and the rack
would be very persuasive instruments to use in conjunction
with the Insurance Act ! Poverty-strickenin intellect
a s we are in the trade union world, I can perceive the
way to perdition and annihilation if the members of the
unions permit their organisations to play second fiddle to
the Insurance Act.
HEARTS
OF OAK APPROVED.

*
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*

*

‘‘SUNDAY
CHRONICLE.”

Sir,-I have no doubt you are aware of the existence of
a weekly newspaper which has a large circulation i n the
North, under the name of the “Sunday Chronicle.” It
is a good enough paper as such g o nowadays; but you
may not know that it is much improved of late by the
devotion of several columns each week to comic articles ;
and now stands near to “Punch.”
Some little time ago Mr. Arnold White had a witty
article in the paper, which specially appealed to lovers
of dogs. He pointed out what might otherwise have
been overlooked, that in this regrettable war great suffering
was being- caused to those dumb and faithful animals.
Unfortunately, the article seems to have had no visible
effect in the direction of shortening the war. Last week
Mr. Austin Harrison (perhaps you don’t know the gentleman)
had a very humorous contribution advocating a
business department of the Government with plenary
powers to run the country on business lines while the
war lasts. This week Lieut. I,. G. Chiozza Money, M.P.,
He proves that
writes on “How to Run the Empire.”
by means of manure (nitrogen is his speciality) “we may
hope, in spite of the niggardliness of Nature, to abolish
dire poverty within its confines.” (Whether of Nature
or of our “far-flung Dominions,” I ani not clear.)
If you are not a regular subscriber to the “Sunday
Chronicle,” I shall be very pleased to cut out the
humorous articles and send them on to you in future if
you fear there is any danger of eclipse of the gaiety of
THE NEW AGE.
TOBIASTRIM.

*

*

*

T H E WAR AND FINANCE.

Sir,-I hope I am not of those whom “R. H. C.” accuses
of neglecting everything in THE NEW AGE except the
“Notes of the Week”; but I must confess that it is these
which have the greatest interest for me, and that, but
for them, I might (being a Scotsman) find it too hard to
part with my weekly “saxpence.”
My purpose in writing now i s to congraulate you on the
“Notes” in THE NEW AGE of February 4, which has just
reached me here in Canada. When I read them, I said
to myself, “Now you’re talking!”Your triumphant
demonstration of the close connection between foreign
investments and international politics “leaves nothing to
be desired.” Your merciless exposure of the “capitalists
who, willy-nilly, brought on the war, and at once
proceededto gratify their lust for profits,” is as complete
as one could wish to see. Please give us, not “only one
word more,” but many words more, “on the devilry of
modern wars.” It is the only thing worth talking about
these days.
Don’t try to tell us again, as you
told us a month or two ago, that this is a
“war of ideas.’’
Leave that kind
of tosh to
Lord Northcliffe and Sir William Robertson Nicol.
Above all, don’t repeat the statement you made
on August 6 (you see, I hoard up my NEWAGES!)-that
“la haute finance, that supposedly paramount power of
the world, has had, as far as we can learn, no influence
in making the war.” We will forgive you these former
sins if only in the future you will be consistent with those
economic principles which we have learned at your feet.
EXILE.

*

*

*

A FRIEND OF PROGRESS.

Sir,-In the “Morning Post,” of March 9, appeared the
following report (among the War news), under the head-

h e a d i n g“The
:
End of Turkey. Mr. Herbert Samuel’s
Pronouncement.”
“Mr. Herbert Samuel, President of the Local Government
Board, speaking at a Serbian dinner a t the Lyceum
Club last night, said we were on the eve of great events.
There was reason to hope that the taking of
Constantinople
would not be long delayed. It happened that the
end of the domination of the Turk in Europe was at hand.
Turkey had been the negation of all progress in history,
and the recovery of Constantinople for civilisation would
he a landmark in history.”
What does Mr. Herbert Samuel mean by progress and
civilisation?
Does he mean religious toleration which
most thinking men regard as the best product of Western
civilisation? In that case, his reflections upon Turkey
seem very strange as uttered by a Jew. Jews fled into
She Turkish Empire i n the sixteenth, seventeenth, and
even eighteenth centuries, for security, from Western
Europe, where they were then viewed as “deicides”--a
lovely word, for which I am indebted to the genius of
M. Anatole France. Large colonies of Spanish Jews are
to be found i n Constantinople, Salonica, Smyrna,
Jerusalem,
and other towns of the Levant, who fled there from
the Inquisition, and have lived there unmolested till the
present day. There was never anything in Turkey like
the Inquisition or the fires of Smithfield, or even the
quite recent “pogroms” of that truest friend of progress
and civilisation, enlightened Russia. The Jews there were
not “deicides.” And yet we find a well-known English
“deicide” pronouncing that “Turkey has been the
negation
of all progress in history,” and that the handing over
of Constantinople from the Turks to Holy Russia will be
”a landmark i n the history of civilisation.” It is true
that Jews were under certain disabilities in Turkey, just
as they were i n England not so very long ago. It is not
yet a century since we accorded to the Jews full rights of
citizenship.
It is only six years and a-half since the
Turks did the same. Russia, our Ally, has not yet done
so. Are the Turks, then, really so behind the times?
Surely. Mr. Herbert Samuel must have heard men a t his
club or somewhere-or do they hush their talk i n presence
of the “deicide” ?-condemning the Young Turks
unheardon the sole ground that there were Jews among
them! I am no hater of the Jews, but I do most heartily
despise and damn the conduct of their wealthy, influential
men towards the Turkish Empire.
Supporting Russia
against Turkey-after such experiences !
And all for
gain. For it i s evident that these men care nothing for
real human progress. Turkey is not yet commercialised,
and Turkish rule sets obstacles against the process. Therefore, Turkish rule must give place to Russian rule, and
the poor Jews of Turkey must suffer both in sentiment
and loss of status. in order that the Jew financier of
London and of Paris may have another country to exploit.
It should be remembered, too, that Mr. S amuelw a s
speaking at a Serbian dinner. This fact gives still more
point to his remarks on progress. I quote the following
testimony to the civilisation of the Serbs i n 1912-13 (they
may have altered since) from Miss Durham’s recent work,
“The Struggle for Scutari.”
“A Servian officer turned up at the dinner-table, and
related with glee the valorous deeds of the Serbs. ‘We
have,’ he boasted, ‘annihilated the Ljuma tribe.’
He
described wholesale slaughter of men, women and
children,
and the burning of the villages. The Montenegrins
chuckled as they gobbled their dinners. ‘Why did you
do this?’ I asked a t last. ‘When I was there the people
received me very well.’ There was a shout of laughter.
‘Go there now and look for your dear friends. You won’t
find a single one. They shot one of our telegraphists,
and we sent enough battalions to destroy them.’
The
Moslem problem was to be ‘simplified.’ ‘When the land
is once ours,’ I was repeatedly assured, ‘there will be no
Moslem problem.’
“Professor Kovachevich, teacher of French and German
a t the Gymnasium a t Podgoritza, was anxious that I
should employ him as assistant in any corresponding
Being lame, he was not liable for
work I might do.
active service.
“‘Soon,’
said he, ‘you will see the noses come in. We
shall not leave many a Turk with a nose.’
“‘If you do any such swinery,’ said I, ‘you will rightly
lose all European sympathy.’
“He was very angry. ‘It is our old national custom,’
he declared; ‘how can a soldier prove his heroism to his
commander if he does not bring i n noses? Of course, we
shall cut noses ; we always have.’
“He had travelled considerably, and been in English
employ in Egypt.
“I had till then been too busy to investigate the actual
wounded. The doctor (Turkish) now pointed out eight

men with bandages round their faces, close and flat. There
was no nose or lip. He imitated slicing. ‘Look!
Montenegrin
work!’ Eight men, not otherwise wounded, had
been deliberately caught and mutilated. Kovachevich’s
words had come true.
I found Jovitchevitch, the late
Montenegrin Consul in Scutari, and told him in strong
terms what I had seen, and what I thought of it. I would
not report i t this time, but there must not be any more.
‘The result was. that the correspondents, a mixed squad
of whom were collected at Podgoritza, were not allowed
to go forward till the mutilated men were hidden.
“We held about 140 patients, and as fast as any were
fit they were replaced by others. They all gloried in
their bestiality, and related in detail their nose-cutting
exploits, imitated the impaling of a Turk upon a bayonet
and the slicing off his nose and upper lip, and the
shouted advice to the still living m an: ‘Go home and
show your wives how pretty you are!’ All, with very
few exceptions, had taken noses. An old man of seventy
had only taken two, but excused himself upon the ground
of having fallen ill at the beginning. His son had, he
said, done very well though, and so would he, God
willing,
as soon as he waswell.”
I could add examples also from my own experience. I
am not of those who would impute to Mr. Samuel the
crime of “deicide”-if such a crime could possibly exist.
But I do regard him as a foe to civilisation and to
progress.

*

*

*

I am grateful for S . Verdad’s lucid explanation of
what “at present” he considers to be the plans of the
Triple Entente with regard to Turkey. But in the course
of explanation he has made one statement which I cannot
allow to pass unchallenged. He writes : “It is fully
recognised
here that the reproaches which the Porte has to bear
at the present day are not due to the sins of the people,
but to the ambition and ignorance of the Young Turk
Committee. ”
The Young Turk Committee was willing in 1913 to
abdicate, practically, in favour of a British dictator and
British officials to take over the control of all departments
i n the State. Was that ambition, or ignorance, I ask S .
Verdad? He has not done me the honour to read my
contributionsto THENEWAGE,or he would have learnt to
distinguish between the Committee and the Turkish
Cabinet. Enver is undoubtedly ambitious, Tala’at and
Jemal are called so by their enemies, but I cannot at the
moment think of any other Turkish nationalist who could
be called ambitious in a personal way. If S. Verdad means
that the Young Turks are ambitious for their country,
then the charge may lie. Ignorant of the guile of Europe
they undoubtedly were to begin with, and when they
recognised they perhaps over-estimated it. As for “the
reproaches which the Porte has to bear at present,” are
they not due in great measure to that very dirty business
Considering
of our seizure of the Turkish Dreadnoughts?
that England has twice i n six years had the offer
from “the Young Turks” of a virtual protectorate of the
whole Ottoman Empire, that by accepting that offer, or at
least according Turkey strong protection, she could have
won the heartfelt loyalty and deep affection of the
Muslims
everywhere, and that she refused that offer, helping
Turkey’s enemies, it is pitiful to read at present : “The
problem, therefore, is to show Turkey, and, incidentally,
the Muslims of the world, that the Allies are sufficiently
strong to deal with the Ottoman army and its German
officers, but at the same time to impress the lesson on the
pupil without recourse to over-drastic disciplinary
measures. ”
Romney must forgive me if I do not take his comments
seriously. His “Young Turks, who are but Old Jews writ
large,” is merely parrot repetition of a current lie. And
his story about the Turkish soldier’s boots, as I suspect,
is much the s a m e - a tale at second-hand, at any rate. He
is evidently unaware that the Turkish army had European
uniforms and boots long before Abdul Hamid’s time, and
that the only reason why they had no boots before the
revolution was either because the boots never reached
them or because the one pair which they did receive was
worn out or was sold to buy a shirt. Romney will no
doubt assure us that the Turkish soldier is better in rags
and without a shirt to his back. The energy of Mahmud
Shevket Pasha as Minister of War, which gave a pair of
boots to every soldier, also gave to every soldier proper
clothing, and secured that the said clothing reached each
man without deductions, The poorer Orientals generally
take off their boots when walking in much dust or mud
i n order to preserve them. Feet are much easier to clean,
and Muslims wash their feet five times a day when they
can get the chance. The soldiers probably got tired of

carrying their boots, with so many more important things
to carry, and dropped them by the way. I am supposing
that there is some ground of truth for Romney’s story.
MARMADUKE
PICKTHALL.

*

*

*

TURKEY.
Sir,-I sympathise with Mr. Marmaduke Pickthall in
being unable to display any enthusiasm over S . Verdad’s
assurances that “Turkey is not likely to suffer as much as
she deserves for her stupid participation in the war.”
The British Government, containing business men,
solicitors
andlawyers, andsupportedbyagangof Constantinople
British merchants, are not likely to show much
consideration for such an “unbusinesslike” race as the
Turks. It was not the stupidity of the Young Turks, but
the stupidity of our diplomats in conjunction with the
mad commercialism rampant in this country which caused
a rupture between Turkey and Great Britain. One of
Turkey’s many British friends said to me, “I do believe
that this present awful war is a judgment of God on the
Powers of Europe for the cynicism and cruelty with which
they have attacked and exploited the weaker, inoffensive
races of the world. It is only just that they should feel
some measure of the suffering commercialism has led them
to inflict on others under the hypocrisy of advancing
religionand their own particular brand of civilisation.”
Fox PITT.
DOUGLAS

*

*

*

THE POSITION OF T H E H O U S E OF COMMONS.
Sir,-I can deal with Mr. Randall’s letter quite briefly,
as he has misapprehended the whole of my contention,
which raised a narrow but important question of law.
The Statute of Anne declared that any member of
Parliament who accepted an office of profit under the
Crown was to be regarded as “naturally dead.” The
sole point is whether the resolution of the House of
Commons in 1911,authorising payment of members, is
a breach of that Statute, inasmuch as the Statute of
Anne has not been repealed. A mere resolution of the
House of Commons is not an Act of Parliament, though
it is an act of the House of Commons.
The validity of the Appropriation Act is not impugned ;
that Act was only mentioned as showing that the funds
out of which members are paid were derived from
proceeds
of moneys voted for the use of the Crown.
The remedy is to secure a declaration from the Court
of Chancery that the resolution of the House of Commons
is a breach of the Statute of Anne, which I shall reply
to in detail in due course.
I am indebted to correspondents for letters and
suggestions.
C. H. NORMAN.

*

*

*

VACCINATION.

Sir,-If
any further evidence were required to
demonstrate the nature of Dr. Hadwen’s opposition to
typhoid inoculation, it is furnished copiously in his letter
to THE NEW AGE of February 25. The fixity and
dissociation
of his mental attitude on the subject and the
insignificant
part experience plays in influencing it could
scarcely be more clearly exhibited.
The logic-tight
mechanism allows him placidly to ignore and evade
unfavourablefacts or produce the most feeble rationalisations
as an answer to them. The positive part of his
propagandais illustrative of the well-recognised elliptical
method of estimating evidence which forms part of the
mental machinery.
Apparently, he does not, for instance, appreciate the
incongruity of making use of the expression “the failure
of inoculation to protect’’ after he has re-asserted “there
is no evidence to show either way”; nor does he take any
trouble to apprehend what powers are actually claimed
for inoculation and what are its admitted limitations.
It is not difficult, of course, to understand that when
Dr. Hadwen has based his intellectual position on the
assumptions that micro-organisms do not cause disease,
and that there is no proof that typhoid is infectious, a
vaccination treatment which is based on those disputed
principles is a priori useless and positively dangerous
-irrespective of what actual experience may demonstrate.
Apart from the repetition of former assertions, there
are three points in Dr. Hadwen’s letter which deserve
some consideration. He points out that the vast majority
of the men who went out in the Expeditionary Force were
not inoculated, and it i s not, therefore, surprising that
most of the cases of typhoid occurred among the uninoculated.
But is he unaware that the majority of the
survivors of the first contingents were vaccinated at

varying periods after their arrival on the Continent, and
that the majority were inoculated of the later contingents ?
He is further agitated over the few cases of death
reportedas occurring from inoculation. This is certainly
a n unhappy accompaniment of the treatment, which one
hopes to see eliminated as the technique improves. These
cases are, however, exceedingly few in comparison with
the number of men treated, and although they deserve
important consideration, they no more constitute a n overwhelming case against the treatment than do deaths from
chloroform or the idiosyncrasies manifested by individuals
towards practically every kind of treatment.
His culminating effort, however, appears in his
I quoted
rejoinderto the statistics given in my letter.
results drawn from a consideration of over 18,000 individuals
illustrating the incidence of typhoid i n inoculated
and uninoculated, and over 400 cases of the disease showing
the relative case-mortality. In reply to these, he
writes : “The figures given by Mr. Dillon can be
contradictedby others, in which it was the inoculated and
not the uninoculated who happened to suffer most from
typhoid.” This, I might point out, is hardly convincing.
Those figures Dr. Hadwen darkly hints at are, I take it,
judging from much that has been written about “cooked”
statistics, the genuine ones as opposed to the “cooked”
material of the authorities. Let us ask Dr. Hadwen to
produce them. It will be doubly interesting to see the
figures and to learn their source and authority. For it
must be a matter of exceeding difficulty to obtain
accredited statistics when the responsible officials are
engagedin falsifyingthem. The story of how it was done
should make a fascinating narrative.
If Mr. J. L. Murray had followed the former controversy
in THE NEW AGE on inoculation, he would probably
His
understand my reason for “deriding” sanitation.
own letter, however, supplies sufficient evidence of the
fact that sanitation has its marked limitations, and is not
the panacea the anti-vaccinationists would have us
believe.
FREDERICK
DILLON.
***

GUILDS AND WOMEN.
Sir,-I think all Guildsinen should be grateful to Mr.
Reckitt for his vigorous and broad-minded treatment of
a very difficult theme. I have just two points to raise
in criticism.
I understand that, according to Mr! Reckitt’s system,
a Guildsman would draw pay from the Guild according
to the number of residents in his home. Now, suppose
a man by a combination of carelessness and misfortune
were to find himself the father of six fine daughters, all
of whom elected to stay a t home and “fulfil many
functions which, though not immediately obvious or
exactly calculable, are not therefore unreal.”
Is the
Guild to be burdened with the upkeep of these ladies?
Mr. Reckitt may protest that I am taking an extreme
case; but surely it is easy to imagine a situation where
a daughter or daughters are being supported by the
Guild for very shadowy services to society. This is no
more than sponging. Personally I would suggest an
amendment to Mr. Reckitt’s suggestion to the effect that
the Guild would pay for two or three women in the
home, and that i f a man chose to support six daughters
he should do so, not a t the public, but a t private
expense.
In the second place, I really think Mr. Reckitt will
have to plump for “votes” and have done with it.
Obviouslyhe does not like the idea. Perhaps
the Guildsman's
aversion to politics and the sensible man’s
aversion
to modern “feminism” are so mingled in him that he
shrinks from the fateful work. But I cannot help thinking
that he has argued himself (rightly, to my mind)
into a logical demand for the vote. “Women being in
the majority of cases essentially consumers, it would be
in every way unreasonable to exclude them from any
organisation intended to represent the consumer’s point
of view. In this sense, then, women must have a share
in the activities of the State.” Now that either means
Of those
voting or wheedling men who have votes.
two the former is infinitely preferable. Guildsmen, with
a few exceptions, profess themselves democrats ;
democracy involves choice for all.
And choice in the
activities of the State surely implies voting.
I can’t
help feeling that Mr. Reckitt would assent to this if he
wasn’t so terrified of being identified with Mrs.
Pankhurst
and Mabel Atkinson. But one can be a Guildsman
and a democrat without committing oneself to the
inanities of the “whole sphere of industry is woman’s
province” feminists.
IVORBROWN.

DEMOCRACY AND COMMAND.
[the italics are mine]; besides which, as democracy was
the government of the city, it was necessary in most
Sir,-Mr.
Brown began this controversy by asserting
that democracy was the principle of the Guilds; I replied
things to conform to established conditions. However,
to that, and apparently he abandoned his assertion, for
we endeavoured to be inore moderate than the licentious
he then put forward two propositions relating to
temper of the times; and while there were others,
aristocracy-first, it didn’t work ; second, it was spiritually
formerly as now, who tried to lead the multitude astray,
obscene and abominable. I replied to these two
the same who banished me, our party was that of the
assertions,
and presumably Mr. Brown has abandoned them;
whole people, our creed being to do our part in preserving
for he now picks up a stray phrase about Athens, and,
the form of government under which the city
to say the least, does not deal scrupulously with Greek
enjoyedthe utmost greatness and freedom, and which we
history. Let me say that I am not willing to enter upon
had found existing. As for democracy, the men of sense
my main proposition is
a controversy of side-tracking;
among us knew what it was, and I perhaps as well as
that National Guilds are aristocratic Guilds, and I do
any, as I have the more cause to complain of it; but
not intend to be led far away from it. I shall reply to this
there is nothing new to be said of a patent absurdityletter of Mr. Brown, although I could wish that he had
meanwhile, we did not think it safe to alter it under the
shown a little more comprehension than he has chosen
pressure of your hostility.’’ The glory that was Greece
to do; but if he is not willing to debate my main
was certainly not democracy; and when Mr. Brown says
proposition,I must leave him alone with his contempt for
that “it is perhaps the greatest glory of democracy that
Nietzsche-Dicey-Faguet (Professor Dicey would, I think,
it cannot carry on war,” he forgets that the Athens that
be surprised to find himself placed between a German
he
calls democratic waged war with the Peloponnesians
poet and a French Academician, and called an aristocrat),
for twenty-seven years, and surrendered within six years
and devote my attention to more important matters.
of the restoration of democracy, and suffered the loss of
I am told that “ i f you consider the slave-basis of
its empire. There is a conveniently summarised passage
Hellenic society, all Hellenic societies may plausibly be
in Mr. Brett’s book which I may quote here as presenting
called aristocratic.” But I am not considering the slavea more comprehensive view of Athenian democracy than
basis, nor am I attempting to give “ plausibility ” to
Mr. Brown takes: “ T h e age of Pericles shows us the
a description of Hellenic society prior to Solon as
state of affairs somewhat changed by the new character
aristocratic. It is a simple fact of Greek history that
of national life.
There is more urbanity in the strict
government began as a patriarchate, developed into
sense-more of town manners, more attention to politics,
monarchy, progressed to aristocracy, and declined to
art, and literature. The politician being inore important
democracy.
The aristocracies
rose to power about
than the general, and every free citizen having a share
800 B.c.; they were organised in hereditary clans, and
in politics, more attention is paid to ability than birth,
they judged in equity, that is, according to precedent
to shrewd counsels or even to persuasiveness than to
and tradition. The lower classes organised themselves
high moral character or the power of controlling men.
into brotherhoods, and by 650 B.C. they had attained some
This age is marked by signal acts of cruelty, such as
political significance. Their aim was the usual one, the
the ruthless slaughter of captives ; for versatility and
substitution of formulated law for judgment in equity,
display are more developed than humanity. Here began
and the reforms of Draco were followed by those of
the appearance of the smart man whom the philosophers
Solon, from which the Athenian democracy really began.
hated and the people dreaded, the clever man whose
In short, the Athenian brotherhoods wanted no master
abilities seemed to be devoid of moral control and to be
but impersonal law; they wanted no persons in politics
justified by the temporary success which they achieved.
o r government, least of all collective persons; and,
Lastly, political life ceases to be so keen and interesting;
consequently, they wanted no distinctions between persons
the democracy finally removes the distinction of birth,
or classes. As Mr. G. S. Brett says in his “Government
proclaims equality of all citizens (though not of all men),
of Man ” : “The ideal was that of impersonal law, equal
and produces new conditions. The main features of this
for all; freedom was to mean absence of tyranny and
loyal co-operation in the advancement of common good.
period, the last before Alexander’s conquest of Greece,
The
ideal
was
not
realised.
Beneath
the
are common t o all similar stages of development in other
movementlay the tacit assumption that all members of the
countries. The warrior’s ideals are gone, good and bad
community have by birth a share in political excellence.
alike ; a greater humanity is on the whole prevalent, and
The fallacy of this assumption was shown in the later
commercial interests are more prominent. At the same
history of Athens; it was seen beforehand by Socrates
time, there is a more materialistic spirit; private wealth
is amassed, the public good is less considered, the
and those who, following Socrates, held to the belief that
government is a science requiring specialists, and not to
struggle between States is less obvious than the struggle
be entrusted to well-meaning but incapable enthusiasts.
individuals;
jealousy and greed become
between
At this stage we see clearly defined the central problem
rampant;
there is an unhealthy tendency to be continually
of government, how to unite the ideal of popular government
engaged in law suits; men marry for money; women
with the fact of popular incompetence.” It is
adopt the artificial attractions of paint and rouge; the
worth while remembering, at this point, that democratic
loss of greater interests is compensated by speculation
Athens put Socrates to death.
in trade, gambling, horse-racing, cock-fighting, and a
morbid taste for shows and for the parade of domestic
That Mr. Brown should be beglamoured by Periclean
affairs on the stage.” Mr. Brown’s enthusiasm for
Athens was only to be expected, and that he should
democracy“ a s at Athens” ought not to mislead any of
ascribe its glories to “the ideals of democracy and
his readers.
freedom”is natural. But I fancy that the men who lived
at that time were better judges of the facts than Mr.
Most of the other points raised by Mr. Brown turn on
Brown is. And Thucydides says : “Pericles, indeed, by
a confusion between political theory and political fact.
his rank, ability, and known integrity, was enabled to
Etymologically Mr. Brown is right when he says that
exercise an independent control over the multitude-in
anarchy means “without rule” ; but when he goes on
short, to lead them instead of being led by them . . . in
to say that it means that all is left “ t o the spontaneity
short, what was nominally a democracy became in his
of righteous men,” he has added an aspiration to a
hands government by the first citizen. With his
definition. Anarchy has no inore necessary connection
successorsit was different.
More on a level with each
with righteousness than has any other archy; if I were
other, and each grasping at supremacy, they ended by
to say that oligarchy was government by the righteous
committing even the conduct of State affairs to the whims
men of the community, Mr. Brown would be up in arms
of the multitude. This, as might have been expected
at once; and really the attempt to monopolise the virtues
i n a great and sovereign State, produced a host of
for any form of government is absurd. The virtues are
blunders,
and amongst them the Sicilian expedition ; though
in the men, not in the principle of their association;
this failed not so much through a miscalculation of the
and democracy differs from other forms of government
power of those against whom it was sent, as through a
principally by the dilution of virtues to make them
fault in the senders in not taking the best measures
capable of being possessed by the community. We know
afterwards to assist those who had gone out, but choosing
by experience that, when people are released from rule,
rather to occupy themselves with private cabals for
is not usually
the dominant
their righteousness
the leadership of the commons.” Or hear Alcibiades,
characteristic.
Etymologically, democracy means the power of
talking to the Spartans : “Those again who judged me
the people; but when Mr. Brown adds that it means
unfavourably, because I leaned rather to the side of the
‘‘the imposition of rules and regulations by the people,”
he has added another aspiration to a definition. Left to
commons must not think that their dislike is any better
founded. We have always been hostile to tyrants, and
themselves, people do not impose rules and regulations ;
all who oppose arbitrary powers are called commons; like the Greeks and Mr. Brown, they want liberty, or,
more correctly, they want to he left alone. “Working
hence we continued t o act as leaders of t h e multitude

men don’t want ruling; they are capable of ruling themselves,” said the democrat whose letter followed that of
Mr. Brown.
So when Mr. Brown asks me to find out what I do
mean, he should have asked me to explain rather more
clearly. I had defined aristocracy as government, and
democracy as really no government at all; because it is
a fact that, when the principles of democracy are most
logically applied, society loses its cohesion, its common
purpose, and becomes simply a conglomeration
of
individuals who are fit only for subjection to a dictator.
But I said in the same article that this definition of
aristocracy was too abstract to be of practical value; and
I ani not confused by Mr. Brown’s conundrum of
“government by officials elected by all the members of
the community.”
That is most clearly described as
elective bureaucracy.
The question is quite evidently
an academic one ; for I know of no case where the officials
are elected “by all the members of a community.” In
fact, election does not mean unanimity of the electorate,
but division; even in those cases where officials are
elected, they are elected only by a majority, and, in
England, our officials are not elected at all. When Mr.
Brown tells me that “it is preposterous to argue that
delegation
of power means the complete transfer of
power from the electorate to the elected,’’ I need only
reply that he has to invent an hypothetical “good
machinery and an alert people ” to maintain the contrary
proposition.
It is characteristic of Mr. Brown that lie
should assert that liberty and equality are not
antinomies
to him, and should then ignore liberty in his
consideration. In fact, Governments do not act on the
principle of equality; Mr. Brown may be distressed to
hear that our Parliament passes private Acts-that,
in
fact, some persons, and bodies of persons, do receive
differential treatment.
Now, if Mr. Brown will please
come hack to the Guilds, with something of more value
than vituperation of a few unfortunate writers quoted
by me, I shall be glad to hear from him.
A. E. R.
***
Sir,-Whatever
wisdom there may be in elaborating
details of Guild structure, there can be no doubt of the
necessity of emphasising the real emotional appeal of
the Guild idea. It is only by developing the desire for
control of their industrial destiny that trade unionists
can be moved towards National Guilds, so that a
discussion of this motive power is always pertinent to the
cause of labour. Whether the cry of democracy or of
aristocracy is to move the workers to the revolution of
industry is a matter for more than academic debate; the
question must be settled in the early stages of the
campaignif anything practical is to be done. Some of us
had thought that the original Guild writers had macle
up their minds that the democratic elective principles
of trade union government were to he extended to the
processes of production.
However, as the free-lance
“A. E. R.” has challenged this view, we shall have to
be clear before going any further.
Advocates of democracy and advocates of autocracy
alike believe that the work of governing should be done
by a relatively few members of the community.
They
differ as to how these rulers should “arrive.”
The
democrat urges that they should be chosen by the people
in the group concerned; political rulers ought to be
chosen by the whole community, industrial officers by
the workers concerned, and so in any other sphere of
social action. On the other hand, the autocrat contends
that these governors come to their own through some
kind of natural selection, by ability in war or profiteering
or politics ; that the democratic choice is superfluous
where it is not harmful. There happen to be very few
such complete autocrats in our British civilisation, and
“A. E. R.” is careful to include some measure of popular
selection of officials in his sketch of the Guild
government.
This element of democracy is to be mixed with
such elements as heredity and co-option, and
the
compoundis named aristocracy. But if “A. E. R.” admits
democratic election of Guild officials by Guild members,
together with State appointment
of others under a
presumablydemocratic politics, plus co-option of still further
officials by the elected ones, he has not got
desperately
far away from the much abhorred democratic
principle.
If he has some method, other than popular
electionwhereby a hereditary ruling caste could get into
power, we have not yet heard of it. No; “A. E. R.” is
still something short of being a real aristocrat.
Nor is the matter advanced any further by labelling
the Guild aristocratic because it is privileged in its own
sphere.
In this connection the term is not worth a
quarrel. Still the real problem is : how shall officers

be found? The discussion is only confused by raising
power and privilege as spirits of anti-democracy. Power
and privilege are as essential to democratic as to
aristocraticforms of government. In the trade unions, which
“A, E. R.” would probably consider to be democratic
bodies, power is given to a few to act for the members
as a whole.
One hears much vague talk about heredity and
aristocracyfrom anti-democrats. But of practical proposals
whereby the principle of heredity could be utilised for
the good of the community little indeed is offered. If
popular election of those who are to exercise ruling power
be rejected, there seems to be nothing left but the acceptance
of the status quo.
The ruling classes, of whom
“Romney”
is so fond, are already with us; let them
rule. Also, the profiteers, the aristocrats of commerce,
are with us, differing from “Romney’s” “real”
superman
only in their more recent and rapid rise to
autocratic
eminence. Surely we should cut all the cant about
democracy, and ask our landed or commercial lords
to run the nation without the beastly formality of
election. If this laissez faire position be rejected, then
nothing remains but some measure
of that despised
democratic election.
It is difficult to deal with the assertion that the masses
are unfit for anything but control from our “Romneys.”
One can quite understand an Army officer with no
experience of the working classes outside his professional
duties holding such opinion. The Army does not exactly
encourage initiative in the rank and file, but where such
initiative has been needed, as in the trade union and
co-operative movements, the workers have not found themselves without leaders.
To sneer at the present
condition of trade unions does not affect the argument, for,
after all, the officering of our Army, as of our industry,
only provokes an answer in kind. Perhaps there are not
and never will be more than a few members in a
communitywilling and able to occupy responsible posts, but
that these few are limited to some vaguely defined upper
class is simply childish nonsense to anyone who knows
intimately the lives and capacities of the workers.
In
the best sense of the word there may be an aristocracy,
though it is certainly not limited to any existing social
stratum.
The democrat believes that a wide popular
selection from all elements of the coininunity will be
more likely to produce that aristocracy than any other
method. He does not believe that all men will be
managers or officials, but that all men shall join in
choosing their rulers, managers,
officials, aristocratsor whatever they may be called.
Turning from the general problem to the particular
case of the Guilds one can only ask our aristocratic
extremists to explain how the best men can acquire or
be pushed into responsibility there. Neither
“Romney”
nor “A. E. R.” seems to love the present plutocracy,
neither cares for democracy (though “A. E. R.” is
compelledto admit it in some undefined degree), and the
readers of THE NEW AGE would like to hear from either
of any way other than the democratic or the plutocratic
control of industry. Instead of windy generalities and
violent spasms of class prejudice we should very much
like to have this aristocratic alternative.
T.w. PATEMAN.
***
Sir,-I have for some time been on the look-out for a
formula which mould explain the position of ignorance in
which “Romney” and “A. E. R.” stand with regard to
the working-classes, and I think I have found it in La
Rochefoucauld:“NOUS pardonnons souvent a ceux qui nous ennuient;
mais nous ne pouvons pardonner
a ceux que nous
ennuyons.”
It is, of course, a matter of grave regret that your two
contributors should have to live in a world containing us
workers, who bore them to death, but I think they should
be told that we are fed up with their air of insolent
toleration, and we always adopt a mask of ignorance and
humility when we come in contact with them, or those
like them, because we feel that the barrier between us
can never be broken down; and I don’t know that we
have any particular desire that it should be. What we
don’t understand is why “Romney’’ and “A. E. R.” are
worrying over us so much. Why the devil don’t they
leave us alone? They try to probe into our intelligence
worse than Lloyd George tries to probe into our morals
and our wages, and they make mistakes just as bad.
“Romney” condemned the democratic ideal because he
could not get non-commissioned officers to distribute
rail-way
passes.
The military system is kept going by
tyranny, and the fear of starvation or punishment like

the capitalist system, and the rank and file have no choice
in the selection of those who control them. Anyone who
knows human nature, as “Romney” would say, knows
that the governed in such an organisation are always on
the watch lest one of their number should gain an advantage
over them by undue truckling to the governors, and
although it is recognised that somebody must be corporal
or sergeant, there is not that feeling of security which
popular election would give, and even were non-commissioned
officers popularlyelected, the feeling of insecurity
would remain, because of the despotism at the top. When
a man is suspected he is ostracised, and I suspect that is
why “Romney’s’’ “sucking supermen” did not give away
the passes. They didn’t care so much about power as
remainingin the confidence‘of their own class. Besides, it
is, of course, absurd to call the episode an experiment i n
democracy. At best, it was an act of charity, and, at
worst, it might be regarded as a variant of the confidence
trick, like ninepence for fourpence. The above remarks
apply equally to the workers in civil life. It is becoming
increasingly difficult to induce the latter to accept
positions
as foremen; and it all shows that the solidarity of
the workers is becoming stronger. We feel lonely away
from the bench or the rank and file.
“A. E. R.” says we shall do no good unless we create
an aristocracy of labour. An aristocracy is a privileged
class, and can only be privileged at the expense of others.
We do not desire that, not altogether from romantic
motives, but because we know that the class that did not
share our privileges would agitate and make our position
insecure. Under “A. E. R.’s” system it looks like the
State, the wirepullers and the blacklegs on one side, and
the National Guilds on the other.
Of course, the salariat must be considered, say all of
you. Precious consideration we have had from them. They
are not indispensable. Twelve men require work done.
Six other men work all day, write letters, pay visits, tell
lies, and four get three orders each, and two get nothing.
These six latter are the salariat. We have to put their
designs and drawings right on our benches. The
marvellousresults of the salariat are obtained empirically,
and we are the people who do the cutting and contriving.
Unless they come quickly, we shall have t o provide a
salariat of our own.
A. D. WOOD.
a
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Sir,-One could sympathise with “Romney’s” bad
attack of “Aristocracy” if his championship were less
inartistic.
I once knew a journalist who generalised on the
slightest provocation.
One day he saw two women
So home lie went, and wrote an article on
stumble.
“The Growing Weakness of Women’s Legs.” And now
“Romney” has outdone him. From the meagre promise
of the incompetence of a company’s N.C.O.s he arrives
at the comprehensive conclusion that Democracy is
impossible
inEngland. A mammoth born of a mouse.
Neither the chaff nor reflection of a fortnight has
restored his sense of proportion, as witness his elaboration
of his theme in your issue of March 4, “in default
of any reasoned opposition.” Reasoned opposition ! To
what? To the assertion that democracy is impossible in
England because ‘‘Romney” has imagined a company
in which the N.C.O.s are colossally impossible fat-heads ?
I have said ‘‘Romney” is inartistic. Granted it is the
function of art not to represent but to transfigure reality,
it must, nevertheless, not be transfigured beyond all
bounds of verisimilitude. Rut that is where “Romney”
fails. His sixteen N.C.O.s imitate humanity far too
abominably to be real even as artistic creations.
Coincidence
has a proverbially long arm. But a n arm long
enough to girdle the solar system could not embrace
“Romney’s” sixteen N.C.O.s Think of it. N.C.O.s are
not picked haphazard, but chosen deliberately for some
special capacity for definite duties. “Romney’s” sixteen
N.C.O.s are commanded to perform an identical duty, a
duty absurdly simple, viz., that of each naming a private
for leave. That one of them may prove incompetent to
perform so trifling a duty is barely credible. That two
should fail from the same cause is less credible still.
And the credibility decreases in accelerating ratio with
each additional failure. The tenth failure surely reaches
the miraculous. The fifteenth touches the loftiest
But the sixteenth-the
heights of impossibility.
sixteenth reduces one to wordlessness and convicts
"Romney”
of inartistically grinding the Axe of Aristocracy.
Now, let us take a peep at reality. In mill and mine
and factory, armies of foremen, under-foremen, overseers,
etc., daily “rule”--I use “Romney’s‘’ own word-the men
i n their various departments. There is not a department
in all the multifarious ramifications of industrial life in
which these armies are not daily and hourly exercising

the authority necessitated by organisation. And‘‘Romney"
coolly asks us to believe that this vast capacity for
“rule” is dissipated the moment the “rulers” don khaki.
And he complains of a lack of reasoned opposition to this
unreasoned and unreasonable proposition.
Incidentally, is “Romney” serious in saying that the
authority of the upper classes is natural, while that of
the lower classes is forced?
Second, incidentally, ‘‘Romney” did unmistakably
suggest
in his first article that eagerness for power denoted
at least a measure of fitness for it. Corrected by
“ S . H. P.,” he now uses the latter’s argument-viz.,
that eagerness for power generally carries with it not
fitness for it, but vanity and ignorance-as “the strongest
argument against democracy?’’
But, on “Romney’s’’
own showing, it is no argument against democracy, and
it is the strongest argument against aristocracy. For it
i s “Romney’s’’ contention that the lower classes shirk
responsibility, and that the upper classes are eager for
it. If, as “Romney” now further contends, eagerness for
power generally carries with it, not fitness for it, but
vanity and ignorance, it surely follows that the upper
classes, so eager for power, are generally vain and
ignorant.
Third, incidentally, may one remind “Romney” that
factories are mainly, and coffee-stalls entirely, run not by
the upper classes but by the lower classes, many of them
now N.C.O.s in our Army, and some even C.O.s.
ARTHURROSE.
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CRICKETISM.
Sir,-If
Mr. Anthony Farley’s nephew replied to his
uncle’s fourth letter, he would probably state that the
term “follow-on” in cricket is applied to the position of
a side which finds itself 150 runs below the total of its
opponents, and may thereupon be requested by the latter
to take its second innings directly following its first.
It is scarcely likely, then, that a Cambridge bowler
would send down wides to prevent Oxford following on,
seeing that his side could elect to bat, if it wished, in its
ordinary turn.
Nor is it likely that a n Oxford batsman would put down
his wicket to secure that his own side should follow on.
Rather would he endeavour to stave off such an event,
reducing the disparity between the scores, even by the
number of wides which the Cambridge bowler was
obligingly sending down.
Yet, even supposing that Oxford for some extraordinary
reason wished to conclude their innings in an inferiority
of at least 150 runs, it is probable, seeing that Cambridge
must have batted long enough to make a substantial
score, and that the Oxford first innings was nearing its
completion, that the game would have lasted long
enough (that is, into the second day’s play) for Oxford
to be able to declare its innings closed, which the side
might do without its batsmen taking the trouble to put
themselves out.
HARRYR. K I N G ***

AFFIRMATION’S.
Sir,-I write to you in sorrow, for I prefer always that
my mind should dwell on pleasant things. Mr. Pound is
not pleasant. And he has mentioned my name in THE NEW
AGE. I am ashamed. I frankly confess it. I apologise
to everybody and beg them to believe that I did not ask
him to do it, for I have never met him. There are so
many things I wish he would do : I wish he would not
mention my name; I wish he would not write quite so
mistakenly about Synge; I wish he would not write
quite so mistakenly about Mr. Lawrence ; I wish he would
not write quite so mistakenly about Mr. Joyce; I wish he
could believe that we knew all about Mr. Joyce’s work
long before he did, and that we still prefer Mr. Joyce’s
verse to his prose;I wish he would not repeat a conversation
of Mr. Yeats and call it an “imaginary portrait’’ of
Sir Hugh Lane; I wish he would not say that I ran away
from Ireland; I wish he would run back to America; I
wish he had never run away from that great country;
I wish he would bury himself and stay buried. Judge,
dear sir, of my outraged modesty when I, usually so
original, find myself wishing what everybody wishesthat one touch of Nature. .
I have written Mr.
Pound’s name. I am going to fumigate my p e n ’Tis God can do all things He will, and will all things
He do;
He can make an ape, an ox, a fox, or a lively kangaroo,
For God who made all things has made the world and
made it round,
And He made policemen’s feet to beat in the verse of
Ezra Pound.
JAMES STEPHENS.
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